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A solemn
celebration
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Security stays alert after off-campus incidents cause trouble for students.

Off campus troubles continue
by

Frank Caliva ’04

News Staff

The first off-campus inci
dent of the new year occurred
on the weekend of September
7, lessening the hopes of some
PC students that the high pro
file altercations that occurred
last year would not be repeated
this year.
Details remain sketchy, the
major source of information re
garding the incident being a
terse bulletin issued by the Of
fice of the Vice President of
Student Services that was
posted around campus the
week of September 10. The text
of the message said, “Over the
weekend (Friday/Saturday) a
group of students and their
friends, approximately eight in
number, were assaulted on
Oakland Avenue by 15 to 20
probably non-Providence Col
lege individuals.”
According to Chief Philip
Reilly, Director of Security, no
official report was ever made

to his office regarding the inci
dent, though he had been made
aware of it. He said it was his
understanding that the students
who were allegedly assaulted
had unofficially reported the in
cident to Providence Police of
ficers who were in the Smith
Hill area at the time. Chief
Reilly also said he was under
the impression that the police
never “got back" to the students
who had informed them of the
incident.
Carolyn Ryan, Director of
Off-Campus Housing, also said
that no official report or com
plaint was filed with her office,
though she too was aware of the
incident and had spoken with
the students in question. She
said that both security and the
Vice President of Student Ser
vices Office had been made
aware of the alleged assault.
According to Ryan, no official
report was ever made to the
Providence Police Department,
either. The Providence Police
confirmed that they had no re

port of the incident on record.
Thomas Darrow ’03 wit
nessed the events, which he
said occurred late Saturday
evening of that weekend on
Oakland Avenue, approxi
mately six houses down from
Golden Crust Pizza. According
to Darrow, two groups of be
tween eight and ten individu
als, who appeared to be intoxi
cated, were arguing loudly in
the street. Darrow said the ver
bal exchange quickly turned
physical, resulting in “(the
groups] brawling and beating
each other.” They eventually
separated, but continued to ver
bally harass each other. The al
tercation blocked traffic for a
considerable amount of time, as
well.
According to Darrow, the
groups began to fight again
when one individual rushed
into the opposing group and
began to physically provoke
them. Some individuals left the

Brawl, page 6
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Led by Dr. Frank Ford, the faculty proceed to Slavin Lawn.
by

Laura Meneses ’03

Asst. News Editor

In light of last week’s
tragedy in New York, the
Providence College community
gathered at the Fall 2001
Academic Convocation in
solemnity. As stated by Rev.
Philip A. Smith, O.P., President
of the College, “This week has
been a week like no other. In
what is normally a time of
celebration and joy...our
celebration will be muted.”
In reverence of all victims,

Fr. Smith focused his address on
the recent tragedy and solutions
to this type of violence. He
elected to change his original
convocation speech, concerning
the principles of market culture,
in order to discuss the past
week’s events with students and
faculty. “With the emergence
of a new and deadly global
force, my (original) address
seemed trivial,” he said, adding,
“I’d like to take a few minutes
reflecting on the tragedy and
Convocation, page 7

Twelve PC students busted at local bars
by

Nicole McIntyre ’02

News Editor

With the start of the new
school year, the bars in the
surrounding neighborhoods
faced the annual influx of
underage drinkers.
The
situation came to a head last
Thursday, as 12 Providence
College students and two
students from the Community
College of Rhode Island were
arrested for underage drinking
in a sting at The Abbey
(formerly Gravity), Louie’s,
Bradley’s Cafe, Eagles
Independent Club (Olde’s), and
Club Eagles (Clubbies).
“We want to send them a

message that we will be on
them,” stated Lt. Steven
Casbarro of the Providence
Police Department. This
warning is as much aimed at the
owners,
bouncers,
and
bartenders of the establishments
as it is at underage students,
because, as a member of the
Special Services Unit - License
Division, Lt. Steven Casbarro
approaches the situation from
the standpoint of keeping the
bars in check. “Twenty-one is
twenty-one. [The bars] have a
responsibility not to be serving
18 and 19 year olds,” Casbarro
stated.
After checking IDs and
writing citations, the students

were forced to leave. “They’re
all released to a peer. It’s up to
the court what happens to them
after that,” stated Casbarro.

“Most of them will get a file,
but its up to the court.”
Lt. Desmarias, of the
Prosecution Division, was

The neverending impact of Nevermind

Why all this nationalism?

A&E pays tribute to the early
90’s Nirvana classic on its 10th
anniversary.

Commentary explains why
our generation now under
stands an age-old urge.
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unavailable for comment
regarding what steps are taken
next against the students.
According to Angela Black ’02,
a former RA who had to deal
with this problem in her
capacity as RA, the students
would be given a court date and
would be fined approximately
$103.50 for violating the law.
In addition, the students
have to face a disciplinary
hearing with the College
regarding the incident. “The
reports we are given are
forwarded to Ron Kelly [Dean
of Discipline],” explained Chief
Philip Reilly, Executive
Underage drinking, page 4
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Tragedy evokes spiritual and
educational response
by

Jamie Gisonde ’02

News Staff

The image of the three firefighters
raising the American flag amidst the
rubble of last Tuesday’s tragedy in New
York City and the three soldiers raising
the flag at Iwo Jima were projected on
the screen in Moore Hall during the
lecture sponsored by the College’s
political science department Wednesday
night.
Dr James Miskell, a member of the
faculty at the Naval War Academy and
professor at PC opened the lecture by
examining the rescue efforts involved in
what he referred to as “the tragedy that
befell America.” Titled “Consequence
Management,” Miskell spoke of the
initial recovery efforts of state and
federal agencies during last week’s act
of terrorism.
When the lecture was opened for
audience questions, however, the issue

It’s impossible to win this war
against this war against terror
ism by military means alone.
What we need to do is think
about the root causes of
terrorism.
- Dr. Doug Blum, Professor of
Political Science
changed to our vulnerability as a nation,
the foreign policy with the Middle East
that contributed to the terrorism, and
actions the U.S. government should take
to not only improve foreign relations but
also to prevent heinous acts of terrorism
in the future. The panel answered the
most basic questions of everyone’s mind:
Why us, and what now?
Dr. Anwar Ahady, a specialist in
Middle Eastern relations, and Dr. Doug
Blum, a specialist in International
relations, both political science
professors he at PC, joined Miskell in
addressing the audience’s inquiries and
concerns. Both agreed that one of the
main reasons for the terrorist attack was
the United States’ history of short term
vision in foreign policy, leaving room for
larger problems to fester. Before taking
questions. Dr. Ahady expressed his

theory as to why the U.S.
was the target of such a
devastating attack As he
spoke, heads throughout the
room nodded in agreement.
He believed it was due to
“the short term orientation of
the
United
States’
government.”
He also
explained that “bin Laden
traveled to Afghanistan with
the consent of the U.S.
government, and they knew
of his radical followers and
their political philosophies.
However, in the 1980’s, the
U.S. government’s main
concern was to mobilize
public opinion and man
power against the Soviet
Union. They wanted to
exhaust the Soviet Union
after it invaded Afghanistan.
The U. S. even provided
financial aid to the
Afghanistan
radical
resistance groups.. .the U.S.
was only interested in short
term results. Once the Soviet
Union withdrew its forces
from Afghanistan, the U.S.
was no longer interested in
its affairs. Chaos and
anarchy
resulted
in
Afghanistan and therefor
JOHN ENGLISHMEN '04/The Cowl
empowered radicals there.”
Student servers process onto Slavin Lawn.
He also felt Afghanistan
“lacked a responsible
made
three
government and that’s why it currently passionately
yields problematic issues such as recommendations to begin amending the
terrorism and drug trafficking.” He international affairs. “It involves three
warned the U.S. that “a long term policy things. It involves insisting that Israel
should be implemented to improve draw its pre-1967 borders, it involves
relations, but the U.S. can’t do it alone.” internationalizing Jerusalem, and it
As surprising as it may sound, involves installing a very large-scale
“democratic forces in Afghanistan are American/multilateral force to separate
very willing to cooperate with any power the two sides for the indefinite future.”
Jessica Serino ’02 felt the experts did
that is willing to re-establish security,
peace, and a government comfortable for a good job of clearing confusion and
providing valuable insight to the present
the people,” Ahady stated.
Professor Blum asserted that it’s situation. “It’s an interesting topic that
“impossible to win this war against affects us all. Before the lecture, I
terrorism by military means alone. What personally didn’t feel I knew enough of
we need to do is think about the root the facts to have an intelligent
causes of terrorism. We need to conversation about it, but after hearing
completely re-think the way we go about the professors’ opinions, I’m definitely
our intemafiohal relations. I suggest the more intrigued.”
problem in the Middle East be
resolved...right now.”
Blum

by Juliana

Patsourakas ’02

News Staff

A week after the tragedy that
impacted the entire nation, the
Providence College community gathered
at a memorial Mass on Slavin Lawn to
express their sorrow, love, and need for
healing.
While the service remembered all
those affected by the tragedy, it honored
in a special way the lives of twenty
individuals who were tied to the College,
including David Angell ’69 and his wife
Lynn, Shawn Nassaney and Lynn
Goodchild who were in the MBA
program, and Linda George ’96.
Shortly after 2:30 p.m., the
processional began with the liturgical
choir, joined by the entire congregation,
singing “Christ Be Our Light.” The
words spoke of looking to Christ as a
source of strength and guidance in a time
of trouble and darkness.
The homilist, Rev. Terence J. Keegan,
O.P., Executive Vice President of the
College, addressed the question that had
been spinning in the heads of so many
since the tragedy. “This was an act of
man, and it was a deliberate act. How
do we deal with it? How do we make
sense of it? We are all asking these
questions, but we don’t have ready
answers.”
Fr. Keegan also stressed how cell
phones, one of his least favorite pieces
of technology, were channels of
communication during the crisis. They
allowed “somebody to say ‘I love you.’
What a wonderful way to end a
relationship,” he said.
The Mass was just one of many
spiritual offerings that Providence
College has provided during this time of
crisis.
The prayer vigil on the night of
September 11, Eucharistic adoration, and
services held the past week have all
remembered the victims in a special way.
“By coming together in prayer, faith,
and love we are saying no to this attack,”
stated Rev. Brendan Murphy, O.P.,
Chaplain of the College.
Many have expressed how powerful
Mass, page 5

Computer repair fees concern students
Some students cry foul over exorbitant rates, NECR says they are actually reduced rates
by

Barbara DeConto ’04

News Staff

Upon returning to school, many PC
students were faced with computer
problems they were unable to fix by
themselves. In previous years, students
have voiced these concerns to the
Computopia office located in Accino
Hall, but as of this semester, another
technical support firm, New England
Computer Resources, Inc. (NECR) has
replaced them.
“There were some complaints in the
past about [Computopia’s] services, so
we decided to go with a different
company,” explained Edward Morin, the
PC Manager of User Support.
Even though NECR replaced the old
service provider due to student
complaints, some students continue to
express dissatisfaction with the new
company. According to NECR, however,
these complaints are merely
misconceptions about the company’s
role or about standard charges for the
computer industry.

Meredith Hernandez
students pay in their
’02 called NECR earlier
tuition. Hernandez
this semester when she
explained, “I think it
is ridiculous that
was having problems
Providence College
starting up her computer,
and she quickly ran into
is charging us this
tech fee and not
some difficulties with
giving us any tech
NECR, as well. She said,
“in previous years I’ve just
help.”
Morin explained
gotten the disk from
that the tech fee that
Computopia and installed
students pay each
it myself. The service was
semester has nothing
free
and
readily
to do with services
accessible.”
that NECR might
Yet, when she called
provide. “The tech
NECR, she was faced with
a new scenario. She said,
fee does not go to
“NECR told me I could
[NECR],
That
Computer repairs plague
either come down and
money is used to pay
many students.
have them install a
for
cable
program for me, which
connections, Internet
they would charge me $47.50 for a half hubs, fees the college pays for the
hour or $95 for an hour, or I could Internet, and computers in the computer
download the program off the internet lab.” Morin explained that PC spends
$70,000 dollars a year for Internet access
myself for free.”
Hernandez questioned the point of the alone.
“We are an independent company that
$105 resident technical fee that all

services PC. We are here to sell
hardware and to do procedures such as
fixing viruses and installing network
cards,” said Charles Acciardo, a Systems
Engineer from NECR who has been
working at their new office at PC.
Shawn Fennell, co-owner and Vice
President of NECR, and also a member
of the Providence College class of ’86,
explained that “Compaq, IBM, HP,
Sisquo and 3-Com units under warranty
are serviced for free [because] the
manufacturers reimburse our company.”
Yet, Fennell explained that “software is
a different story. There is no warranty
as far as that is concerned.”
In response to the fees that NECR is
charging students Morin admitted, “This
is the first time I’ve heard of their rates.
We never got into that, [but] it does seem
like a lot to me. It’s hard to comment,
because that’s probably a standard for
corporate customer service, [but] for a
college student that is a lot of money.”
Computer fees, page 4
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Afghan exile leads
class and nation

JOHN ENGLISHMEN '03fThe Cowl

Does your favorite chair have to go?

Congress works to
end furniture ban
AMANDA ZOLLLER '04/SpedaJ to The Cowl

by

Shawna Hassett ’03

News Staff

While a commonly heard complaint
among students in the dorms is the lack
of space, this semester, that may not be
the biggest problem, as Rev. J. Stuart
McPhail, O.P., Vice President of Student
Services, instituted a new rule as of this
summer banning furniture from the
dorms due to safety concerns.
Steven Muzrall, President of Student
Congress, learned of the new rule as soon
as he moved back to school about two
weeks before the semester began. “I first
heard rumors about it and asked Fr.
McPhail to clear it up for me,” Muzrall
said. According to Muzrall, the
administration was upset because many
couches were either burned, left in the
dorms at the end of the year, or not
fireproof. “Fr. McPhail felt the need to
ban all furniture as a result of the burning
of the couches at Done With Civ last
year, I guess,” Muzrall added.
Rev. Kenneth Sicard, O.P., Executive
Director of Residence Life, issued a
letter to students on July 31 informing
them of the new rule and the reasoning
behind it. He stated in the letter, “After
much discussion, the Administration has
decided that, at least for the upcoming
academic year, additional furniture will
not be allowed in the residence halls.”
Fr. Sicard was forced to instate these
measures because the burning of the
couches “coupled with a number of
pulled fire alarms, resulted in significant
fines to the College, fines that were
passed on to the students.” The letter
also stated that over 40 couches were left
at the end of the spring semester which
consequently affected sizeable costs to
the College and the student.
Fr. Sicard and other staff members
from Residence Life met with Fr.
McPhail last spring after the burning
incidents. “After the fires, we began
planning what we were going to do,” Fr.
Sicard said. “We decided that this was
the only approach that would really,
really work.”
Jen Spinoza ’04, a resident of
McDermott Hall, stated, “We have bunk
beds and now there is nowhere to sit. It’s
just less comfortable and frustrating
when there are more than four people in
the room.”
Numerous students have contacted
Muzrall as well as other Student
Congress members in an angry response
to the newly instated ruling. Fr. Sicard
stated that only a few students have
voiced concern to him and that only one
student was caught moving in a couch.
However, that student actually came to

Fr. Sicard with his concerns. “Most of
the students have been really
cooperative,” Fr. Sicard commented.
Fire inspections have not been
conducted yet and Fr. Sicard hopes that
when they do happen in the near future,
students will continue to be cooperative.
In his letter he stated, “Furniture found
during fire inspections will be
confiscated and appropriate sanctions
will be assessed to the occupants of the
room where such furniture is found.”
Muzrall plans on setting up a
committee in the very near future in an
effort appease students. “We are going
to propose a policy that administration
will hopefully accept to bring back
furniture,” Muzrall explained.
Muzrall hopes that Fr. McPhail will
accept a policy before Christmas break
so that students will be able to bring
furniture back to their dorms before
second semester commences. “There
will be no ‘for sure’ changes this
semester,” Muzrall warned. “Fr.
McPhail wants to see how this policy
works.”
Residence Life has not yet met with
Congress to discuss alternatives, but Fr.
Sicard is willing to back Congress in
attempts to reinstate the furniture
privilege. “We hate having had to do
this because students who had nothing
to do with the couches burning have
suffered as a result,” Fr. Sicard stated.
“However, we aren’t the only college
doing this.”
According to Muzrall, the new
committee will propose measures such
as fireproof furniture and a matching
system. “Maybe we could have students
take a picture of their couch so that
administration could match it up with the
owner,” Muzrall suggested. “Or maybe
we could do some sort of a numbering,
serial system to know which couch
belongs to who.”
Fr. Sicard is supportive of finding
some new policy so that furniture can
be brought back into the dorms.
However, a serial system could,
according to Fr. Sicard, simply make
more work for the Residence Assistants
at the end of the year. “A serial number
system could make it awfully hard at the
end of the year with people trying to
check out. It would be a lot of work for
the RA’s who have exams and other
things going on,” Fr. Sicard stated.
“I want to do anything I can to make
life in the Residence Halls as pleasant
as possible,” Fr. Sicard added. “It is very
unfortunate that these measures have to
be taken in response to the behavior of a
relatively small number of students.”

by

Nicole McIntyre ’02

News Editor

■

While the recent pictures of
Afghanistan may seem foreign and filled
with enemies, to Dr. Anwar Ahady,
Professor of Political Science, these
images are of familiar faces and
innocent people. Born in Kabul, the
capital city, in 1951, Ahady grew up in
an exciting time, full of social change.
“We were gradually becoming part of
the world
community,”
he stated.
“Women
were going
to school
and getting
jobs. We were having elections.”
Despite what some may believe,
Ahady asserts that his childhood in
Afghanistan was not incredibly
different from that of someone growing
up in the United States. “We went to
schools just like the ones here. The
curnculum was quite similar. There
was enough to eat, but maybe not the
variety. Maybe not-everyone had a car,
but my family did.”
. During his junior year of high
school, Ahady got to compare the
cultures first hand, as he participated
in an exchange program. Staying with
the Peterson family of Summit, NJ,
Ahady enjoyed hanging out with the
family’s -four sons and working on his
English. “Pm still in touch with them,”
Ahady remarked enthusiastically. “I
call them my American family.”
Upon his graduation from Habibia
High School in Kabul in 1969, Ahady
entered law school. “You start right
away and go for five years,” he
explained. After only three months,
however, he decided law was not his
true calling. Thanks to a US AID
scholarship, Ahady was able to attend
the American University in Beirut,
Lebanon to study political science and
economics.
“I really liked Beirut,” Ahady said.
“It combines Middle Eastern culture
with modem life. I thought about going
back there to leach, but a civil war broke
out.”
Since he graduated with distinction
from the American University in 1974,
Ahady received an another scholarship
good for post-graduate education. After
receiving his MA m international
relations in 1977, Ahady continued on
to Northwestern University, receiving
his MBA in finance and international
economics in 1983 and his Ph.D. in

FOCUS
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political science in 1984.
Although he enjoyed his time in
America, Ahady had planned to return
to Afghanistan upon the completion of
his degrees. “1 didn’t intend to stay.”
he stated. “I thought I would go back
to become a parliamentarian or a
diplomat.” Instead, Ahady taught
Political Science for one year at
Carleton College in Minnesota, then
put his knowledge of international
economics to use at Continental Bank
in Chicago. By 1987, he felt a call to
return to teaching and joined the
Political Science department at PC.
Teaching, however, has not kept
Ahady from one of his first loves Afghani politics. Of the three major
political ideologies that emerged in
Afghanistan in the late 1960s Democratic-Nationalist, Islamic, and
Communist - only one seemed to align
itself with Ahady’s personal views. “1
oppose Communism, and I wasn't
convinced that Islam provided all the
solutions for Afghanistan.” Thus,
Ahady joined the Afghan Social
Democratic Party around 1969. Even
after he left to continue his studies at
Northwestern, Ahady worked as an
activist with the resistance groups who
fought the Soviet invasion of
Afghanistan.
The combination of Ahady's
education and experience helped him
advance within the party system, and
by 1995, he was asked to be the Party’s
president. “I was hesitant at first,”
Ahady stated. 'There was still a civil
war going on. It was a time when arms
meant more than logic.” Attheurgings
of colleagues, however, Ahady
excepted the position, with the hope of
bringing democracy to the war-torn
nation.
Today, he continues to work towards
this goal by forming strategy for the
nation, determining policy, and
contacting individuals interested in the
assisting the party. Despite the distance,
modern communications have made
Ahady's job a little easier, as he is able
to phone and email members of his
party on a daily basis. Nevertheless,
being thousands of miles away creates
some difficulties. “A large part of
politics is meeting people, and I
obviously can’t be out interacting with
them daily,” he stated.
In addition, “no Afghan leader is
inside the country because if they go
in they will be arrested [by the
Taliban].” Thus, during his one-month
Ahady, page 5
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Underage
New logotype to
drinking
embody PC tradition
- Continued from page 1-

BY R.J. Friedman ’03
Sports Editop

graphic identifier
becomes
the
primary visual mark
of the College, to be
used to represent PC
on all print and other
communications
media.
The official seal
of the College will
now be reserved
primarily
for
official, formal
documents such as
diplomas, catalogs
and transcripts —
this according to the
new
graphic
standards policies
approved by the
Senior Cabinet on June 5, 2001. The
standard athletics logo will also remain
the official standard for all athletic teams
of the College.
“For Providence College,” said
President Rev. Philip A. Smith, O.P.,
President of the College, “the use of one
distinctive logotype communicates who
we are, with one voice, to our
prospective students and supporters, to
the community at large, as wellas to the
Providence College community of
students, faculty, staff and alumni.”
The new logotype not only creates
one standard image to be associated with
the College, but will also create a new
marketing tool for the College. Future
plans include revamping merchandise in
such places as the campus bookstore to

For years, many have considered
the “logo” of Providence College to
be the school’s seal or the “PC Friars”
logo that is associated with the
athletic teams. These, however, have
had many variations over the years
— and throughout the College
community, as well. From billboards
to posters, business cards to
admissions applications, there was
not an official logotype that
encompassed Providence College.
That is, until now.
A year and a half in the making,
Providence College unveiled its first
ever logotype on Friday, September
all coordinate to the new graphic
7, 2001. The graphic identifier —
standards. Without such an identifier,
the first ever in the College’s history
a number of unrelated visual marks
— was designed by Publications
represented the College and its
Center graphic designer Jennifer
various entities.
Zevon after numerous focus groups
While the logotype will most
held with more than 100 College
often appear in one color, black, or
representatives, including students,
in reverse (white) out of a
faculty, staff, parents and alumni.
background color, there is an optional
The logotype —- designed
mark that includes a yellow flame.
immediately to be recognized as
This latter variation, however, as
symbolizing Providence College —
Zeven explained, is being reserved
was created with several key words
for special high-end publications. All
in mind that the participants of the
graphic standards will be outlined in
focus groups most associated with
a first edition of a “Graphic Standards
the College. Among these words
Manual,” which is currently
were “academic,” “Catholic,”
available on the school’s website at
“Dominican,”
“spirituality,”
www.providence.edu/college“Harkins Hall,” “Veritas,” and
relationsZgraphic.htm.
“torch.” Effective immediately, the
Background information provided by The Spectrum

PROVIDENCE
COLLEGE

by

Director of Security.
From there, students violations are
assessed and penalties are handed out in
accordance with those spelled out in the
student handbook. Atypical first offense
for underage drinking would involve a
$100 fine, a letter of administrative
warning, and possible semester
probation and parental notification.
Most were hot surprised at the crack
down. “They’ve been warned, warned,
warned,” Reilly stated. “They all know
the rules and regulations.”
“It has to do with the first two weeks
of school,” said Bob Kinsman ’03. “You
get two or three weeks immediately,
when everyone is tough. Then, students
can drink a little more freely. Then
things get busted up again for awhile.
It’s cyclical.”
Added Sarah Desroschers ’02, “Once
people start getting beat up and attacked
in the neighborhood, they’ll start paying
attention to that. They do this every
year.”
Students also agreed that the police
action and fines will not keep underage
drinkers out of the bars. “It’s a built in
risk you take,” stated Meghan McKeever
’03. “It’s like you’re told you have to
go. It’s the only fun thing to do around
here sometimes.”
Chief Reilly understands this point of
view, but continues to warn students.
“They’re very likely to be up here again,”
he noted. “They did have three extra
officers up here and it’s likely to continue
that way.”

Computer
CTN: A campus-wide response
fees
concern
students

Juliana Patsourakos ’02

News Staff

While students returned to the same
friendly faces and dinner choices as last
year, there is a noticeable change in Ray
and Slavin cafeterias. This year, there
are new televisions which were donated
by the College Television Network so
that students can watch as they eat and
socialize.
“It seems to be working out okay,”
said Warren Gray, Assistant Vice
President of Finance and Business, about
the implementation of the televisions.
Gray said the idea actually emerged from
Student Congress.
In the spring of 2000, the College
Television Network contacted then
Student Congress President C.J. Legyt.
Student Congress thought it would be a
great idea because the televisions would
be free for the College according to Steve
Muzrall ’02, President of Student
Congress.
“That was the key selling point,”
stated Muzrall of the free televisions.
The College Television Network
provides college information and
university programming. Also, CNN
News, sports, and music videos are
shown on the televisions.
Around campus, student reactions
have been mixed about the new
televisions on campus.
“I thought last week it was good
because I know I don’t get to watch the
news as much as I should,” said Miriam
Darly ’04. The televisions helped to
keep students informed about the recent
tragedies in Washington, New York, and
Pennsylvania, said Darly.
Other students believe the televisions
in the cafeterias are a good way for
students to relax. “It’s a good idea
because there is nothing else to do,” said
Soutthiphong Singharath ’05.
However, while some students may

feel
that
the
televisions can both
inform and entertain
when the news is
not on, other
students feel that the
televisions
are
distracting from
time spent with
friends, eating and
socializing.
“I think it takes
away from conv
ersation,” stated
James Klinger ’03
who expressed that
besides the news
last week, the
previous showings
were of music
videos
and
advertisements,
which he believed
were distracting.
Other students
feel that Slavin can
be loud, thanks to
the televisions,
when they are
trying to study. “It
doesn’t
really
bother me, but I
would say that last
week it was bad
because I couldn’t
concentrate,” stated
PETE JOHNSON ’03ZThe Cowl
Kacey Nordengren
The College TV Network: friend or foe?
’02.
According to Muzrall, one of the key televisions. According to Steve Muzrall,
selling points of the College Television the service should begin shortly, once the
Network is that clubs and organizations CTN recovers after the World Trade
on campus will be able to advertise their Center disaster.
events on this new medium.
“That would be great,” stated
Although the Board of Programmers Michelle Crifo ’02, secretary of Board
had not heard about the possibility of of Programmers. The fire laws that exist
advertising events on campus through limit the postings that clubs and
the televisions, they are now looking organizations can put around campus
forward to getting the word out on all and the televisions would make it easier
events on campus through the for the word to get out,” she said.

- Continued from page 2 Fennell explained, on the contrary,
that NECR actually lowers their rates for
students. Their corporate fee is usually
$135 an hour. He also explained that
the “guys [working] at PC are some of
my best guys. Less qualified technicians
might take twice as long to do what they
do.” He also stated that “we’ve cut a lot
of kids breaks, and sometimes they don’t
realize it. Sometimes we’ll work on a
system for ten hours and only charge
them for one hour.”
Morin explained that for those
students who purchased warranty
packages from Computopia, their
services will still be available on campus
for students. “Computopia is still here
twice a week for the students they’ve
helped in the past.”
For students who are looking for
computer help, there are a few different
places to turn. If you are having
problems with your e-mail, log-in name,
or password, the PC helpdesk in Accino
is available to fix those problems. For
any other computer problems Morin
suggests, “If you don’t know where to
go and what to download you can really
make a mess of things. That’s why we
brought in a professional company.” He
added, “We used to do it [all the
procedures] ourselves when there were
200 computers on campus, [but] with
1,000 faculty/staff machines and 3,800
[students] on campus it’s too much for
us.”
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Memorial Mass draws
hundreds to Slavin Lawn

Ahady shares
unique culture

September 20,2001

- Continued from page 2 it has been for the campus to
come together since first
learning of the tragedy on
September 12.
“The Pastoral Service
Organization and Campus
Ministry Council came
together, especially on Tuesday
right after it happened,” said
Michelle Randall ’02, VicePresident of Campus Ministry
Council.
While the tragedy affects all
in this time of trial, not only has
the campus come together, but
the nation and world have
gathered together as well
because it is a tragedy that
affects every person.
“The only thing that I think
is wonderful about this is the

unity America and our world are
experiencing,”
expressed
Randall. Randall said that this
unity has been demonstrated in
several ways, including the
prayer vigil and the Chaplain’s
Office open invitation for all to
stop in for a bite to eat or to talk
or relax in the Campus Ministry
office.
Mark Kravatz ’03, head of
the Liturgical Choir, has also
been amazed at how the
community has come together,
saying that the 10:30 p.m.
Sunday Mass was overflowing.
“I think for me it’s been an
incredible experience because
the Mass was actually jammed
packed,” said Kravatz.
“I think in a time of crisis
people are looking to be loved,”

continued Kravatz, who hopes
that this will be an opportunity
for God to prove Himself as
good and loving.
During this time, people
need to talk, and God wants
to listen, said Kravatz.
Fr. Brendan also wanted to
give students the message that
they can turn to their faith in
the midst of all the emotions
that they are feeling. “I would
certainly want [students] to
know that we are here, to pray
and be thankful to God about
all the blessings they have,”
said Fr. Brendan. He also
encourages everyone to stop
by the Campus Ministry
Center at St. Dominic Chapel
at any time.

Attention all super

- Continued from page 3 first,” he commented. “Never
visit in the winter and twononth stay over the summer,
in the worst possible scenario
would I ever imagine this.”
Ahady must travel to Pakistan to
While many blame
neet with other exiled party
Afghanis for harboring the
officials.
terrorists, Ahady reminds
Beyond his politics, Ahady
people that not everyone in his
ms put his education to good
ise, taking what he learned
home nation is responsible for
this act. “It doesn’t make a
pvhile in business school and
difference where you come
rutting it into practice. In the
from or who you are rast, he has owned a few
American or European,
subway Sandwich shops in
Muslim, Jew, or Hindu - you
Connecticut and was recently
look at it just from the human
ooking to open an Afghani
point of view and you see the
•estaurant on the East side. “I
ugliness of the act.”
rave the time, I have a good
While his heart goes out to
sense of business, and I like
the victims, he worries about
Afghani food so much I want
those in the cities of
rther people to experience it,”
Afghanistan. “Five thousand
re said with a smile.
innocent people were lost in
Although plans for the
•estaurant are currently on hold,
New York, two hundred
innocent in Washington, D.C.
Ahady can enjoy a taste of home
my time he likes, as his wife,
1 hope that a similar number of
people don’t die on the other
ilso an Afghani national, often
side.”
rrepares traditional dishes.
Because he is able to
Besides a shared love of Afghani
provide such a unique point of
food, the two also share a
view on world events and the
rassion for Afghani politics. In
act, it was during her 1986
international political scene,
many of Ahady’s students
ippearance on Nightline with
enjoy his classes. “I don’t
Ted Koppel that Ahady first saw
think this campus has enough
tis future wife. “She was telling
diversity, and he brings insight
he Soviets to withdraw [from
that is truly amazing,
Afghanistan] unconditionally. I
bought. ‘Wow. This is the
especially what is going on
right now,” stated Kate Davey
ivomanlwanttobe with.’” Ten
years later, at a peace conference
'04.
“It’s impressive and noble
n New York City, the pair
finally met up, and two years
that he returned to teaching
after having such a good job
igo. wed.
Being a political scientist and
as a banker,” added Kate
Constantino ’04. “I think the
Afghani, the tragedies of last
week hit home in a special way
campus is really lucky to have
him around.”
o Ahady. “I didn't believe it at
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Brawl hits home
- Continued from page 1 -

scene when a police cruiser pulled up.
Others scattered throughout the neigh
borhood, and the police officers did not
pursue them, Darrow said. He also said
that when additional police forces, in
cluding a paddy wagon, arrived, they
did nothing more than clear the street
and did not attempt to investigate the
situation or detain any individuals in
volved. When the officers departed,
Darrow said the two groups reappeared
and began fighting again. According to
Darrow, two Providence ambulances
were parked in the vicinity, as well, for
the entire duration of the incident and
did not respond in any way.
Students expressed concern about
the state of campus safety after hear
ing about the events. Joe Pozzuto ’04,

who is originally from the Bronx, asked,
“We have been told to travel in groups
of four or more by Fr. McPhail. But what
can we do now if groups of eight are
being attacked by mobs of twenty kids?”
Pozzuto also added, “PC students have
to be more street smart. Always look
over your shoulder and know your envi
ronment. You’re no longer in Forestville,
Vermont- this is a somewhat urban en
vironment with urban dangers.”
Darrow also expressed his frustration
that the police took no concrete action
in the situation. “There was another fight
in front of Golden Crust this past Satur
day,” he said. “And there will probably
be another one down there this coming
Saturday too.”

Sanctions

4. Letter of apology to resident
assistant
5, Payment of medical bills not
covered by medical insurance
May 9. 2001
Charge:
Failure to leave dorm during a fire
alarm (page 26, section III, 2)
GUILTY
Sanction: $50 fine
May 10,2001
Charge:
Standards of conduct off campus
(page 25, section H, LA) GUILTY
Sanctions:
1 .Disciplinary probation until5/20/01
2. S1000 fine
May 14,2001
Charge:
Underage drinking (Page 26, Section
VII) GUILTY
Sanctions:
LDisciplinary probation until 12/20/
01
2. Letter of administrative warning,
first level alcohol
3. $100 fine
GUILTY
August 31,2001
Charges:
1.Standards of conduct, page 36
GUILTY
2. Disorderly conduct, page 37, II F
GUILTY
Sanction:
One year disciplinary probation -Sept.
1,2001 - Sept. 1,2002
September 6,2001
Charge:
1, Possession of alcohol by a minor
GUILTY
2. Possession of false identification
GUILTY
Sanctions;
1. Letter of administrative warning,
first level alcohol
2. $150 fine
September 7,2001
Charge:
Damage to Providence College
property GUILTY
Sanction:
Payment of $40 for the cost of
replacement glass and labor.

April 17,2001
Charges:
I .Standards of conduct established by
Providence College (page 25, II, IA)
GUILTY
2. Physical abuse of any person which
threatens or endangers the health or
safety of any person (page 26,11, IA)
INNOCENT
3. Disorderly conduct (page 26, K, 2F)
INNOCENT
4. Consumption of alcohol by a minor
(page 26, VII) GUILTY
Sanctions:
1. Disciplinary probation until January
20, 2002
2. $100 fine due May 11,2001
3. Notification of parents regarding
incident
4. Alcohol education class with
William Greene
5. You are to have no contact with the
other student involved
May 8,2001
Charges:
I .Destruction of property (page 26, V)
GUILTY
2. Standards of conduct (page 25,
Section II, I A) GUILTY
Sanctions:
1. $250 fine
2. disciplinary probation until 5/20/02
3.50 hours in-kind restitution
May 8, 2001
Charge:
Standards of conduct off campus (page
25, section II, IA) GUILTY
Sanctions:
1. Disciplinary probation until 5/20/02
2. $1000 fine
May 9, 2001
Charge: Two students throw water
balloons from window
1 .Standards of conduct established by
Providence College (page 25, Secion
II, IA) GUILTY
2. Breaches of conduct (page 26,
Section II, 2H) GUILTY
Sanctions:
1. Disciplinary probation until 5/20/02
2. $200 fine for each individual
involved
3. 25 hours in-kind restitution

HOW

HIRING!
Chelo's Restaurants are now hiring
for all positions. Full or part-time

available. Experience welcome but
not necessary. Apply today at any
Benefits include
•Meal discounts
•Flexible hours to fit your
schedule
•Blue Cross/Blue Shield
Health Coverage
•401Kplan
Blue Cross
Blue Shield
Ahode (stand

al

of our eight convenient locations.
Providence—505 Silver Spring St.
Greenville—445 Putnam Pike
Cranston—1275 Reservoir Ave.
East Providence— 911 Warren Ave.
or 45 Newport Ave.
Wakefield—515 Kingstown Rd.
Warwick—2225 Post Rd.
Woonsocket—490 Clinton St.
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ROTC completes
training mission

Submitted by ROTC
While many students went home for
the summer, ten PC juniors traveled
instead to Fort Lewis, Washington, to
participate in a 32-day training event.
Sam Burling, John Dumas, Ryan
Kellogg, Paul Marcato, Matthew
Marino, Christina Mouradjian, Gregg
Rundle, Adam Seibel, Ryan Walsh, and
Colin Woods spent much of their time
developing leadership and management
skills, while working with other ROTC
cadets from all over the country.
About 400 cadets arrived every three
days to form the 11 training regiments
at the U.S. Army’s only national ROTC
Advanced Camp, held annually at Fort
Lewis, WA. since 1997. Additionally,
more than 380 officer candidates,
belonging to Army National Guard units
from 33 states, and 30 British cadets
from the Universities of London and
Cambridge, conducted concurrent
training at the camp.
The cadets participated in the
rigorous, 32-day leadership development
course - a requirement for all ROTC
cadets to become officers in the U.S.
Army — expecting to show off their
leadership strengths and learn where they
can hone their skills. At the camp’s
completion, the cadets returned to their
campuses to prepare next year’s cadets
for Advanced Camp 2002 and to
complete their final year on campus
before accepting commissions as second
lieutenants.
ROTC Advanced Camp is the single
most important training event for Army
ROTC cadets or National Guard officer
candidates. The camp incorporated a
wide range of subjects designed to
develop and evaluate leadership ability.
The challenges were rigorous and
demanding, both mentally and
physically, and tested intelligence,
common sense, ingenuity and stamina.
These challenges provide a new
perspective on an individual’s ability to
perform exacting tasks and to make
difficult decisions in demanding
situations.
“Our Providence College cadets were
remarkably well prepared for Advanced
Camp.
We exceeded the camp
performance averages in physical fitness
scores, land navigation, leadership
assessment and peer ratings. Our
students performed superbly,” stated
LTC Steven McGonagle.
“The overall performance of our
cadets and their ability to exceed at camp
is indicative of the highest level of
instructing and mentoring by our
Providence College ROTC staff, ” added
SFC Norman Michaud.
The camp placed each cadet and
officer candidate in a variety of
leadership positions, many of which
simulate stressful combat situations.
Platoon training officers and
noncommissioned officers evaluated
cadets with a critical eye, ensuring the
future Army leadership is prepared to
assume command of America’s sons and

daughters. In addition to proving their
leadership ability, cadets and officer
candidates had to meet established
standards in physical fitness, weapons
training, communication and combat
patrols. They also had to demonstrate
their ability in a number of military
skills.
Training at Advanced Camp
progressed from individual to collective
skills. Cadre members first evaluated the
cadets’ physical endurance by giving
them the Army Physical Fitness Test.
Confidence training assisted cadets with
overcoming fear, testing their physical
courage with rappelling, water safety
training, one-rope-bridge construction
and a very challenging obstacle course.
The next day cadets put their leadership
skills on display at the Field Leadership
Reaction Course, which is designed to
build teamwork and evaluate leadership.
Other training included learning to
fire the M-16 rifle and machine guns,
conducting land navigation and calling
for and adjusting artillery-fire support.
Cadets also got the chance to throw live
hand grenades and learn how to survive
and perform tasks in a biologically or
chemically contaminated environment.
The collective training included squad
level situational training exercises and
patrolling lanes. Both lane-training
committees focused on developing
cadets’ leadership in stressful, fluid
environments.
Day 32 was the culmination of
training, as cadets assembled on Watkins
Field, the main parade ground at Fort
Lewis, to deactivate their regimental
colors and march in their graduation
ceremony. The First Regiment of cadets
graduated on July 10, while the 11th
Regiment of cadets graduated on Aug.
9. The following day, the OCS officer
candidates also completed their training,
with commissioning ceremonies held
upon return to their respective states.
Many of the participants believed that
the leadership and management training
that they received at Advanced Camp
along with the degree that they will
receive from the College, has given them
the skills necessary to succeed in getting
a job.
Personnel conducting training and
providing training support included
1,171 ROTC faculty members and newly
commissioned lieutenants from
universities nationwide. Fort Lewis
provided 1,195 soldiers from I Corps
units. Additionally, 1,862 U.S. Army
Reserve and 138 Army National Guard
soldiers also supported the training
effort.
Since its inception in 1916, ROTC
has provided the Army with more than
half a million lieutenants. ROTC
graduates, from 270 universities and
colleges nationwide, enter the active
Army, Army Reserves and National
Guard each year as second lieutenants.
ROTC programs produce 70 percent of
the Army’s lieutenants annually.
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Convocation calls for peace
- Continued from page 1 -

how we might respond to it.”
Many staff members were pleased
with Fr. Smith’s choice to speak about
the September 11 terrorist attack rather
than deliver his former speech. “I
think it showed a sensitivity on his
part,” commented Sr. Carolyn
Sullivan, O.P., Coordinator of the
Office of Academic Services. She
added, “I was pleased that the College
could be sensitive to what we all
experienced last week.”
Throughout his address, Fr. Smith
called for a “conversion of heart” as a
response to the recent tragedy. “These
assaults sprang from hearts filled with
hatred. The cure for evil must go as
deep as the cause.” He continued, “We
must learn to love and purge our hearts
of (evil). Only then can we promote
peace and justice. A conversion of
heart is needed today.”
In stark contrast to this change of
heart, killing it is but a simplistic
approach to problems, Fr. Smith
explained. “Wars and violence may
settle the score, but they can never
ensure peace,” he said. “The justice
sought must be temperate with
mercy,” he added.
Fr. Smith continued by
commending the U.S. government’s
controlled response to the attack. He
stated that the nation was wise in not
taking immediate action against the
enemy, as “the loss of innocent lives
would be enormous.” He added that
direct military action would not have
been intelligent, as many of those who
partook in the attack probably died in
the process, and the leader of the attack
would be transformed from a leader
to a martyr.
While recognizing that the terrorist

This week has been a week like no
other. In what is normally a time of
celebration and joy... our celebration
will be muted.
-Rev. Philip A. Smith, O.P.
attack greatly disrupted the nation’s
peace, Fr. Smith also commended the
nation for responding “with an intense
patriotism. The American people have
united,” he stated.
Fr. Smith was especially impressed
with people’s newfound faith in the
human family during the past week.
“[The attack] reaffirmed the depth of the
nation’s faith. It is an opportunity to
reach out to our brothers and sisters in
need,” he said.
He praised the many civilian workers
who continue to partake in the search
effort amidst the rubble, including
firefighters and nurses, many of whom
have lost their lives on the job. “Ordinary
men and women made extraordinary
sacrifices in the face of danger. They fed
the hungry.. .they comforted the injured,”
he said.
“Each act of compassion.. .sends out
tiny ripples of hope,” he added. “Each
person can make a difference.”
While claiming not to understand the
religious meaning of the terrorist attacks,
Fr. Smith emphasized that “[Our] God is
not the God of terrorists. The God I know
is the author of life, not the source of
hatred and death.”
During the conclusion of his speech,
Fr. Smith also called his colleagues to
“build on the faith that brought people
together, assuring them that “this nation
will move ahead, pursuing justice and

peace.”
Sr. Sullivan was very impressed with
Fr. Smith’s address, as it paralleled the
College’s alma mater, sung later during
the convocation. She discussed the
effectiveness and appropriateness of the
speech, saying “It charged [the
community], in light of what was done last
week, to honor, to light, and to truth,” she
said.
Rev. James A. Driscoll, O.P., Chairman
of the Theology Department, agreed. “He
gave an excellent talk, appropriate to the
occasion considering the situation in our
country today. It was extremely wellreceived and appreciated by the members
of the faculty.”
“I thought it was nice,” commented
Patricia Bowman ’02, “that instead of
focusing purely on academics, [Fr. Smith]
talked about Providence as a community
coming together in prayer and support.”
She added, “[The speech] was very
heartfelt. It’s nice to hear the President of
PC come out as a strong Catholic patriot.”
Despite its somber nature, Convocation
also allowed faculty to extend their
congratulations to new and distinguished
faculty.
The Most Rev. Christopher Cardone,
O.P., D.D., Auxiliary Bishop of Gizo, the
Solomon Islands, and a graduate of the PC
Class of ’80, was conferred an honorary
degree as Doctor of Sacred Theology.
Serving twelve islands in the South

Pacific, Fr. Cardone is “dedicated to the
service of the Church.. .[and has] truly
preached the Gospel in foreign lands
and served the Lord with gladness,” as
stated on the degree.
Further along in the ceremony, the
President’s Distinguished Faculty
Award was awarded to Rev. George L.
Cochran, O.P., Associate Professor of
Humanities. As stated by Master of
Ceremonies, Thomas L. Canavan, Vice
President of Academic Administration,
Fr. Cochran “has contributed to the
intellectual life at Providence College
and has introduced hundreds of students
to the rigors of logic.. .and the wonders
of poetry.”
In addition to recognizing retired
faculty member Francis Mackay of the
Chemistry Department, new faculty
were also welcomed to the College.
New full-time faculty include Alan
Hecht, of the Management Department,
Christopher Kelton, of the Music
Department, and Laurie Grupp, of the
Education Department, among others.
In addition to the awarding of
assistant and associate professorship to
various faculty members, full
professorship was awarded to Kathleen
Comely, Professor of Chemistry, Roger
Pearson, Professor of English, and Craig
Wood, Professor of Biology. Tenure
was conferred to five faculty, including
Sally Thibodeau, of the Education
Department, and Gary Culpepper,
Associate Professor of Theology.
Following the recognition activities,
community members joined together for
a rendition of “America the Beautiful.”
Relating to the message of Fr. Smith’s
address, “It was sung in honor of the
victims who died last week,” said
Bowman.

NOW RENTING
Student
Apartments

Better Ingredients
Better Pizza

For 2001
2002

FASTER DELIVERY

1526 Smith Street
353-7774
We take most Coupons from Ronzios, Dominos, or Papa Ginos.
Use their coupon or ours, get a better pizza from Papa Johns.

Friar
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Boy any
Special
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Do girls really just wanna
have fun?
by

scenario. These relationships were
described in the report as “too much
commitment too quickly,” and were
typically characterized by a passionate
bond formed immediately between
members of the opposite sex. Men and
women of this nature spend nearly all of
their time with one another, including
nights, meals, and study sessions. While
random hook ups did seem unappealing
to some females, they tended to frown
upon this alternative also. Their
schedules didn’t allow for this level of
commitment, and they lamented over
losing the chance to date others.
Based on the study’s results, the 16member research team made a few
recommendations to help “the next

Jamie Gisonde ’02

News Staff

The blinding-sunlight sneaking
through the shade isn’t the only thing to
destroy the tranquillity of an otherwise
lazy Saturday morning. The cinder block
walls of the room are spinning, your head
is consumed by a deafening throb, and
you scarcely recognize the person lying
next to you as a result of your escapades
the night before.
The Institute for American Values
recently published a report, Hooking up,
Hanging out, and Hoping for Mr. Right:
College Women on Mating and Dating
Today, which examined college women’s
opinions about sex, dating, and marriage.
The results showed that the scene
illustrated above seems to be a growing
trend among college campuses across the
country.
t
“Hooking up,” defined by threefourths of the respondents, is “when a
girl and a guy get together for a physical
encounter and don’t necessarily expect
anything further.” These “physical
encounters” ranged anywhere from
kissing to having sex, and forty percent
of the women in the national survey
admitted to having a hook up, one in ten
doing so more than six times. According
to Alli Dayton ’04, “Some people think
a hook up means having sex, but for me,
it includes everything but sex. I think
the conflicting opinions depend on
where people are from.”
The study also found that hook ups
usually occur between participants who
have never met or don’t know each other
well, and, according to campus norms,
neither person should expect a
relationship to blossom from the
experience. The research also revealed
that alcohol is almost always a culprit
involved in the act. Students at PC seem
to agree that these norms apply to this
campus as well. Taylor O’Neil ’03 is a
transfer student from Suffolk University.
“The social behavior here is similar to
life at Suffolk. From what I’ve seen here,
the vast majority of people are just
looking for a hook up.”
The aftermath of these encounters
typically evoked a variety of feelings
among college women. Sixty-one
percent of the females stated that hook
ups made them feel “desirable” and
“awkward” simultaneously. These
warring emotions grew out of confusion
over what comes after the rendezvous.

Dating during col
lege is very difficult.
There are more op
portunities to hook
up than to get to
know someone...
- Emily Gombar ’04

A typical girl’s night out?

Although sex without a shred of
commitment was found to be the
expectation on campuses, many girls still
hope some sort of relationship will
materialize. “Hook ups are an expected
and accepted attribute of college life.
Although they usually happen when
people are drunk, I think most girls want
something to develop, or at least want a
phone call—just to give some meaning
to the encounter,” said Gina DeLuca ’02.
So, will the wild ways of college life
cease after graduation? The findings
showed that eighty-three percent of
females in college strive towards
marriage, and sixty-three percent would
like to meet their future spouse during
college. Unfortunately, the low ratio of
men to women on college campuses
(79:100 in 1997) has decreased the

chances that women will find worthy
suitors at school.
Among those few guys, most are less
inclined to ask for a date if they know
they can get a hook up instead. Pat
Sheldon ’02 agreed with this point.
“Guys don’t necessarily want a serious
relationship—it’s like a full-time job. I
don t think there is such a thing as a
casual relationship. [If there is], it’s just
a hook up.” “Dating during college is
very difficult,” expressed Emily Gombar
’04. “There are more opportunities to
hook up than to get to know someone,
given the social atmosphere of bars and
parties at school.”
The aspirations of wedlock shed light
on the other extreme of campus
courtship, the “joined-at-the-hip”

generation of social leaders” woo their
lovers. One of the suggestions was to
“recognize that older adults should have
important roles in guiding the courting
and mating practices of the young.” Ann
Bellotti, Assistant Director of the
Personal Counseling Center, agreed. “ I
think adults can serve a very important
role in affirming values for young
people, especially those who feel that
their values are not supported by peer
behavior. I think if I were young, I would
probably expect that grown ups would
have conservative values, but I would
need [their opinions] to affirm that
there’s wisdom in the values of
commitment and chastity.”
The next proposal was to “recognize
that the majority of college women
typically seek long-term commitment
and marriage instead of a series of ‘close
relationships’.” Lastly, “support the
creation of social norms appropriate for
this generation to guide them with more
sensitivity and support toward the
marriages they seek.” For more details
on the study’s results, visit
www.aniericanvalues.org.

Senior portraits are October 8 through October 19
Sign up for an appointment today!

Don't be left out!

www.yearbookphotographers.com
Password: PC2
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World united in prayer
by Jay

Higgins ’03

World Editor

CNN

A New York firefighter holds an American flag as he goes back into what
remains of the World Trade Center Towers.

In the time after terror, the worldwide
response has been prayer.
In London, hundreds stood in silence
after the noontime chimes of Big Ben.
In Chicago, thousands gathered in Daley
Plaza ended their church service with
"God Bless America." In Taiwan,
firefighters in uniform held a solemn
candlelight vigil. Las Vegas officials
even planned to turn down the glow of
the famous "strip."
If there was a central altar for the day
that the American government had set
aside for prayer and remembrance, it was
September 14. It was at the Washington
National Cathedral, where President
Bush and other leaders gathered in fu
neral assembly.
President Bush sat in a pew close to
the altar which was surrounded by
former Presidents Bill Clinton, Jimmy
Carter, Gerald R. Ford and the George
H. W. Bush, the current president's father.
Several of these men were rivals in elec
tions at one time, but were brought to
gether in time of mourning.
After joining many others in prayer
and reflection, Bush addressed the Con
gregation: "So many have suffered so
great a loss, and today we express our
nation's sorrow. We come before God to
pray for the missing and the dead, and
for those who loved them."
Over the course of the past week,
millions have paused to pray, sing or sim
ply stand in silence. In some cases, emo
tions poured forth into traffic-jam as in
Berlin where more than 200,000 people
packed the avenue that leads to
Brandenburg Gate.
Word and prayer had spread all over
the World. On Waikiki Beach in Hono
lulu, tourists sat on towels and bamboo
mats for an oceanside memorial service
featuring several interpretive hula dances
that sought to demonstrate America's

CNN

A candlelight vigil for the attack in
Washington, D.C. outside of the
Capitol Building.
recent suffering. That area has been hit
with tragedy before, as the recent terror
has reminded many of the bombing of
Pearl Harbor in Hawaii. Veterans of
World War II gathered in Bristol, Florida
and recited the Pledge of Allegiance out
side a district courthouse.
Many churches, like St. Boniface in
Brooklyn, used candles as symbols. A
large paschal candle was placed at the
center of a circle of chairs. Then, one by
one, other candles were lit as parishio
ners called out the names of people they
knew were missing or dead.
President Bush, who has experienced
the toughest week in his young Presi
dential administration, perhaps said it
best before leaving for Manhattan: "God
Bless America."

Sources: cnn.com, usatoday.com

U.S. defense: red, white and blue
by

Ellen Bisson ’02

World Staff

In the wake of the terrorism
that ravaged America this past
week, a newfound patriotism
has emerged. American flags
are hanging from windows and
flying from car antennas, people
are rushing to donate blood and
various supplies to help the vic
tims in New York and Washing
ton, D.C., and here at Provi
dence College, red, white and
blue ribbons are tied around al
most every tree and door handle
on campus.
With all these reminders of
the recent tragedy, some still
fear that the nation will forget
about what a loss the attack on
America has caused. “It seems
like people have started to for
get about it already,” says stu
dent Jon DeVito '04. “I mean,
to give blood and even to show
your appreciation at a prayer
vigil is helpful, but don’t talk
about it being the end of the
world or World War Three if

you’re going to go back to liv have been shipping supplies to
ing your normal life in three New York several times a day.
days.”
Radio stations, which spon
For those with friends and sored the trucks, received such
relatives who were killed or a response from the community
those who were immediately that they had a surplus of goods
involved with the disaster, go and had to ask people to hold
ing back to their normal lives is their donations until more
easier said than done. “We, as trucks were free.
a country, will never be the
Here at PC, along with the
same. A seed of fear has been visual support given to the vic
planted in all of our minds and tims in flags and ribbons, the
this safety we have felt in recent Board of Programmers has
years is suddenly shattered,” sponsored a number of blood
said Erin Wells ’04, resident of .drives, and the Chaplain’s Of
New York.
fice is providing counseling for
Goodwill is also running those distressed about the recent
rampant, with people respond trials. Says student Mark
ing to the terrorism with kind Baeder ’04, “It’s a little too
acts toward others. While sur early to tell, seeming that we
vivors in New York City waited haven’t retaliated yet, but I feel
in lines for hours to hear any the U.S. has reacted well so far,
available news about their loved coming together to support
ones, a group of first grade chil those in need while generally
dren made and delivered sand staying calm about the whole
wiches to them. The sand ordeal.”
wiches contained notes of reas
Sources: cnn.com,
surance, telling people that “ev
usatoday.com, nytmes.com
erything would be all right.” In
the city of Providence, trucks
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An off-campus house displays its new American flag.
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U.S. backs Bush
87% after the victory in Europe
in World War II.
World Editor
But what has Bush done to
achieve these high ratings? It is
No other event in recent U.S. first important to note what was
history has united the country said before- a nation rallies
like this. Not the bombing in around its leader in time of cri
Oklahoma City, or even the Per sis. The United States is very
sian Gulf War. People are pull vulnerable, and is looking for
ing together for the first time anyone to follow, notably the
since President.
World War
Terri Elfner, 43, of York
News
II. But not Pennsylvania, who has watched
Analysis °nlyare the the tenor unfold on television,
people of said, "I sat there and bawled. I
the United States supporting went to church and just cried my
their country, they are also fa eyes out." Her emotions are like
voring the President in record many others at this time and is
numbers.
in search of leadership.
Bush’s approval rating has
Bush has found his own so
soared to 86% from 51 % prior lace in prayer. Many others have
to the attack. The nation nearly prayed along with him, includ
always rallies around any presi ing his speech at the Washing
dent in a crisis, but Bush's rat ton National Cathedral. Tele
ing is the fourth-highest ever vised broadcasts of the prayer
measured. His father's approval service glowed in homes and
ratings hit 87% and 89% dur offices around the country.
ing the Persian Gulf war, and
After the service, Bush went
CNN
President Truman's rating hit directly to New York to see the President Bush consoles a firefighter working through the wreckage of the World Trade Center.
remains of the World Trade
Center Towers himself. There
tions and layoffs in the wake of
he met and thanked the weary
the attacks.
Bush’s approval rating has soared to
rescuers who continued search
President Bush even visited
ing for thousands of people en
a mosque on Monday to urge
86% from 51% prior to the attack.
tombed in the rubble. Standing
that Muslim Americans be
treated with respect after last
on a twisted piece of rubble
amid cheers of "USA! USA!"
week's attacks, saying, "The
from the rescuers, Bush vowed the coordinated assaults and fol referring to casualties. "I want face of terror is not the true faith
to find those who were respon lowed that by issuing a warn justice. And there’s an old post' r of Islam." Bush's purpose was
out West that says: Want'd: to dispell the surge of anti-Musing to the Taliban.
sible for the attacks.
"All I can tell you is that Dead or Alive.” His immediate lim incidents following
There is strong reason to be
lieve that Bush's new popular Osama bin Laden is a prime action and no non-sense man Tuesday's attacks on the World
ity can be found in his swift re suspect, and the people who ner has people backing the Trade Center and the Pentagon.
Bush continues to command
sponse to the attacks. He has house him, encourage him, pro President like never before.
Bush is also trying to help the country with support from
held many press conferences vide food, comfort or money are
denouncing "whoever is re on notice," Bush said, adding, the suffering economy. Com not only within, but with com
"And the Taliban must take my merce Secretary Donald Evans passion from the world alto
yahoo.com sponsible and those who harbor
said Bush was considering di gether.
A NY officer stands behind a them." His latest move came statement seriously."
"We will win the war and rect financial aid to help U.S.
sign posted about bin Laden: this past Monday, when he
“Wanted Dead or Alive”
vowed justice for those killed in there will be costs," Bush said, airlines reeling from cancella Sources: cnn.com, yahoo.com
by

Jay Higgins ’03

Do you feel safe enough to fly?
YES: 56%
l
91,329
NO: 44%
71,253
ILS. planes are back in the air. but bow do the
passengers inside it feel?
Sourcexrm.com

Phones fer to, mW, ta *mW use.
Total: 162,582

WHERE WILL YOU STUDY ABROAD?

JUNIOR YEAR ABROAD
INFORMATION SESSION
SOPHOMORE STUDENTS FROM ALL MAJORS
ARE WELCOME TO ATTEND.
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WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 26TH
3:00-4:30 FEINSTEIN FUNCTION ROOM
During this academic year, Providence College students are
studying in Spain, England, Ireland, Scotland, Austria, Italy,
Switzerland, Australia, Japan, Germany, Czech Republic, and
France.
Plan now to attend the meeting and learn what you need
to do if you would like to spend your Junior Year Abroad.

locate

■GSM
I® WmfWK
wsssd.

SPONSORED BY STUDY ABROAD PROGRAMS OFFICE
336 HARKINS HALL, TEL. 865-2114
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Ever again'. Will fear overshadow

our freedoms? Page 13

Hate strikes America, but
America must not hate...
Page 14
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Adversity reveals our national character
Tylea Richard ’04
Commentary Staff

I am a victim of the MTV generation. My experi
ences are amazingly minute compared to my grand
parents’, who lost pieces of their generation in World
War II, Vietnam, and the Korean War. With the Internet,
live television, and daily newspapers, I am permitted
to call myself knowledgeable without stepping from
my room. I choose exactly who I want to be, who I
know, and in what I would like to be involved. Na
tional identity to me is a mere theoretical concept used
by political science professors lecturing on our civic
duties. Any application of this term to real life is not
only useless, but nearly impossible.
That was until Tuesday, September 11, 2001. Af
ter waking up to Peter Jennings’s distressing news flash,
everything changed. For the elderly men on televi
sion who emphatically wished they were able to stand
on the front lines in an impending war, this event was
a reassertion of their unquestionable patriotism. For
many of my peers, however, it was the first time we
had ever stood behind an American president or even
considered purchasing a flag since we were six years
old at a Fourth of July parade.

After lifetimes of
rugged individuality, many
of us have embraced the
same mythical brotherhood
at which we once scoffed.
Now, American flags hang out of dorm room win
dows all over campus and stores can hardly re-stock
fast enough. I stood in line at a local department store
over the weekend, overhearing a flustered customer
service associate explain to a caller that they did not
have any more American flags, only the pattern and
material to make one themselves. By the slightly ex
asperated tone in her voice, I judged that she had of
fered this explanation many times in the last few days.
The checkout girls wore red, white and blue ribbons in
their hair and, outside, volunteers set up a car wash to
benefit the victims of last week’s indescribable trag
edy. Walking through the parking lot, I stopped count
ing the flags draped over car hoods and bumpers or
hanging from antennas.
On my way home from the bustling department
store, I set my dial to a popular urban radio station.
Instead of the usual thumping bass and tightly spun
lyrics, a familiar DJ spoke in a solemn voice. She was
pleading to listeners to put down the divisions, the
Haitian or Jamaican or Puerto Rican flags and replace
them with the red, white, and blue. I was truly as
tounded. From a group of people who have taught me
to appreciate my individuality, my belief system was
thoroughly corrected: being American does mean
something.
After lifetimes of rugged individuality, many of us
have embraced the same mythical brotherhood at which
we once scoffed. The repetitive images of planes de
molishing our country’s symbols constantly reminded
us that there is a common thread binding every one of
us together. We have undoubtedly been forced to ques
tion what exactly previously hollow terms like democ
racy, freedom, and America mean in our lives.
All over the country, flags wave in remembrance
and optimism. In the poorest of neighborhoods, where
people, myself included, often cursed our nation, flags
are raised high. Similarly, in affluent areas where the
problems of our country are not always felt, our flag is
saluted with pride. Race, ethnicity, religion, and lan
guage make the colors of the flag even more poignant
when life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness have
been grossly violated.

JOHN ENGLISHMEN O3/The Cowl

Old Glory. The U.S. flag hangs outside Mai Brown Hail on Tuesday.
From September 11 on, a new definition of “Ameri
can” may emerge. It is not an imagined title where we
are all-reaching for the same goal. Instead, we are
Americans who take ownership of all the happenings
here, good or bad, and take an active role in reaching
out beyond our comfort zone. Many people, especially
our generation, failed to understand that personal in
teractions are an irreplaceable and vital piece of hu
man existence. Unfortunately, it took a horrific event
to incite this internal shift.
Very few of us have ever identified ourselves as sim

ply American, providing our hyphenated nationalities
when asked. We struggled to see how young, healthy
men could risk their lives for a country that didn't do
anything for us. We looked upon pictures in history
texts displaying parades with smiling soldiers and
cheering patriots covered in confetti as a time long since
passed. But as our friends and family are quietly
shipped off to undisclosed locations, we are beginning
to understand. There are some things that technology
will never be able to’ grasp. Apparently, “American” is
one of them.

A few days late and even more dollars short...
coming soon: www.thecowl.com
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Sodexho’s two faces
The second to last issue of the Spectrum, PC’s polished cheerleading publication, featured the
excellent and talented service of two Sodexho caterers called to special duty for the summer’s Dominican Elective General
Chapter meeting. Sodexho must be incredibly proud to put forth such excellent employees, but it only serves to glaze over
their shady employee relations and what Boston Globe writer Brian McGrory calls “the Sodexho Marriot way.” McGrory was
referring to the “evil” Keene State College Sodexho cashier (who had been with the college for 27 years) committed by giving
a cup of coffee to a new school employee. “Grandmotherly” Helen Sherrick was tossed out on her ear later that day, and some
college regulars think she was fired to cut costs. This was not McGrory’s only example, but when you see another Sodexho
corporate, just remember “the Sodexho way.” —Dave Holman ’03
Too much reality for Disney Walt Disney World updates its whimsical attractions regularly, keeping the experience fresh for
every Disney fan, from those returning to a childhood fantasyland to the dedicated fanatics who visit the park frequently. This
year, one of the revamped rides was the “Jungle Cruise,” a popular attraction in which parkgoers embark on a fantasy riverboat
journey down a tropical waterway inhabited by various wild beasts ranging from the comic to the ferocious. The dramatic
climax on this ride occurred when a pack of raging hippopotamuses attacked the ship and were warded off by a few shots from
the boat captain’s .35 Magnum. Today, however, the wisecracking captains are unarmed. Disney says they no longer wish to
promote weapon use, especially not for harming wild animals. A good thought, perhaps, but it seems that an Amazonian river
guide would need some defense, especially from wild animals such as hippopotamuses who each year kill more humans than
any other non-human species. —Erin Simmeth ’03

Fight for your right to parking I got a ticket the other day for parking in the Slavin/Peterson lot. I was only there for a few
hours on a weekday afternoon. Granted, I don’t have a parking pass and the only reason I even drove to class is because I am
lazy, but there were about 100 open spots. I wasn’t in anyone’s way and I was parked legally (meaning I did not park in a
reserved spot). I drive a 1993 Chrysler New Yorker that could be easily mistaken for a car driven by any non-assuming 65year-old woman. What if Aunt Mabel comes to take me to lunch in Slavin sometime? What then? Where is she supposed to
park? I understand that parking spots should be reserved for students with parking passes, but I was always under the impression
that Slavin was a sort of “free-for-all” lot that caters to those with the true grit to get there early enough in the day. So I say
keep it open for all and take away the rules. I need some competition in my day and fighting for a parking spot is all I have left.
—John McHugh ’03

The Cowl welcomes guest commentar Runaway Patriotism I had the good fortune of attending the CVS 5K Road Race downtown on Sunday to cheer on two of
ies and Letters to The Editor from all my friends running in the race. It was wonderful to see so many people turn out in red, white, and blue to support our nation.
members of the Providence College com
I was also amazed by the show of world class runners from other countries, many of whom were marathon winners, expressing
munity, as well as outside contributiors.
All submissions must include the support for the U.S. Some were there simply because the proceeds of the event went towards relief funds. It is heartening to
writer’s name, signature, and a phone know that the United States is truly what its name implies—-united—in the face of this tragedy. —Stephanie Pietros ’04
number where they can be reached. Ar
ticles will be printed as space permits. Meehan’s mouth or Bush’s cowardice? Last Friday’s Boston Herald reports that U.S. Representative Marty Meehan (DLetters should be no more than 250 words Lowell) criticized President Bush’s decision not to return to Washington immediately after the World Trade Center attack,
in length. Guest commentaries should be
limited to 700 words in length and only adding, “I don’t buy the notion Air Force One was a target. That’s just PR. That’s just spin.” This is a serious accusation that
one will be published per week. The Cowl the media should not be ignoring. If Meehan is right, then Bush should apologize to the people and maybe even resign, for
editorial board and its administrative su there are few crimes greater than lying to the public to cover for your own cowardice. If Meehan’s charges prove unfounded,
pervisors reserve the right to edit articles though, then he should apologize to Bush and feel even deeper shame. Also, this would give us another good reason to hope
and letters for space and clarity.
that Massachusetts House Speaker Tom Finneran is successful in his plan to redistrict Meehan’s district out of existence.
However, if there is a portion you spe
—
James Kabala ’02
cifically wish to remain unchanged, please
inform the-Editor-in-Chief. Letters to the
Walking from lower campus to my first class of the morning with my eyes basically
Editor are the opinions of the writer only Relocation? Fix the walk of stink
and do not reflect the viewpoint of The closed is a pretty normal occurrence. So normal, in fact, that I have mastered the route from Dore to Harkins without any
Cowl staff.
coffee. The only obstacle I have encountered on my drowsy stroll is an overwhelming, even crippling stench wafting from the
Submissions must be delivered, depths of the Health Center or Ray Cafe. I am supposed to go there when I am at my weakest, my most vulnerable? Before the
mailed or faxed to The Cowl office no later
than 5 p.m. on the Monday before publi school works on relocating the offices, or building new sports facilities, I think they need to plant a few hundred of those tree
cation. Mail submissions to Box 2981 air fresheners around the perimeter of the building. If our health is not incentive enough, I am sure perpetual stink is not
Providence, RI 02918, fax to 401-865- something PC would like greeting guests, prospective students, or parents. —Tylea Richard ’04
1202, e-mail to thecowl@providence.edu,
or hand deliver to The Cowl Office in Bringing anti-Muslim bigotry to Oakland Avenue
The scene in front of Golden Crust around 2 a.m. on Sunday was
Slavin Center 104A. Call 401-865-2214
nothing
short
of
frightening
and
nauseating
—
one
of
our
own PC students harassing others about giving business to “towel
with any questions.
Weekly Subscription Rate

is

$25.00 per

YEAR BY MAIL. STUDENT SUBSCRIPTION IS

included in tuition fee.

Correspondence

CAN BE MAILED DIRECTLY TO I

The COWL,

Providence College, Providence, Rhode
Island 02918.

heads.” As if last week’s terrorist attacks weren’t disturbing enough, this student felt the need to perpetuate such hate, ignorance
and blatant racism on Oakland Avenue, verbally assaulting both the proprietors and the patrons of the restaurant. His apparent
rage (perhaps exacerbated by alcohol consumption) not only landed him in several street altercations, but also posed a threat
to everyone else walking the neighborhood, as he proceeded to get behind the wheel of a car. The immaturity of this situation
aside, it’s saddening to think that the terrorists may have achieved their intended deterioration, pitting American against
American, or in this appalling case, PC student against PC student. —Kristin DiQuollo ’02
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Terror’s Aftermath

Fear cannot conquer our freedom
by John

McHugh ’03

Commentary Staff

Most of us tend to see the govern
ment as an obstacle to our individual
freedom. A college student’s experience
with public institutions usually involves
fake ID’s, speeding tickets, and censor
ship, but even large-scale hot-button is
sues like abortion and gun control are
really arguments about the extent of the
government’s involvement in our lives.
Today’s youth has never had to think
about the government’s role as a protec
tor of its freedom. In recent history, the
protection of freedom has really not been
an issue, (the last time I. checked, the
Redcoats weren’t banging down my door
demanding recompense for some tea tax
that I refused to pay) but in the wake of
last week’s attacks on New York and
Washington, there is no way not to think
about the government’s role as a protec
tor of freedom.
How exactly has our freedom been
threatened? There is no group in the
world that has “the enslavement of the
American people” on its “To-Do” list.
“Freedom from death” sounds poetic but
it is still too basic to be an exclusively
American or democratic notion. “Free
dom” is a loaded term with many faces,
but which of them must the American
government now defend?
The American people are in danger
of losing their freedom to fear. One of
the purposes of a structured society is to
allow the individual simply to live his
life without fear of attack or unnatural
personal harm. It is now impossible to
travel to any American city and not see
the undercurrent of fear that last week’s
attack left in the hearts of the American
people. This new element of fear will
linger in American society for years af
ter this attack and the impending war
have passed.
Fear will never allow America to for-

It was not just an
attempt to destory
some important
buildings... it attack
was an attempt to
destroy the entire
free world.
get. Fear threatens all that we take for
granted, even the right to come and go
as we please without a second thought.
In the aftermath of this catastrophy,
the new buzzword will be “security.”
There will be a lot of finger-pointing
at the airline industry and the immi
gration department. There will be leg
YAHOO NEWS
islation for things like all-purpose Tough measures: A security guard and his K-9 dog patrol Logan Airport Monday.
identification cards and the barring of
carry-on luggage on all domestic flights. cent people. This attack was an attempt rock of our inimitable nation. It is the
There will be a demand for more secu to destroy the entire free world.
reason why the country' hovers in a beau
rity cameras and more closely watched
We must mourn and pray for those teous perpetual gray area that allows
travel histories. Any idea that proposes we lost, but it is our duty to proceed with laws to mature and even change, all via
to make Americans feel safer will be put out fear. If the nation allows its fear to the authority of a brilliant document that
on the table, and rightly so. Every hu dominate, then terrorism will have won. is always open to interpretation but never
man being, let alone American citizen, If terror is allowed to prevail, civiliza fails to protect the most basic American
tion will find itself hurtling towards the ideals. We must not give up on these
has the right to feel safe.
The problem is that this newfound brink of a pseudo-Orwellian nightmare, ideals by allowing terror to tip the bal
fear will overshadow that upon which plagued by constant war and a fear so ance away from personal freedom and
our country was founded. When the pro great that there will be no choice but to towards a highly regulated surveillance
tection of personal freedom and inher put blind faith in Big Brother’s watch culture.
ent rights begins to become secondary ful eye. As Americans, we must realize
The only solution is to make sure that
to ever-present concerns about safety and that security precautions must always be something like this does not happen
simple self-preservation, then we no taken, but we must also be quick to dem again, not by sacrificing our freedoms
longer live in the greatest nation in the onstrate that outside assaults will not at the altar of fear but by getting at the
world.
force us to change our way of life, or to problem’s actual source. Once the exact
This is why the unprovoked attack take away that which we hold most dear. source is found, we as a nation will have
The United States of America is a to make a rational decision about how
that took place last week was not just an
attempt to destroy some important build country that was founded upon balance. to proceed. This will be the moment of
ings. It was not just an attempt to cripple The balance between the maintenance of truth for the future of the free world. But
our economy and send the nation into personal freedom and the protection of for now, as citizens, all we can do is shun
chaos. It was much more than an in a greater good, (through government the terror that has been forced upon us,
sanely evil attack on thousands of inno regulation and intervention) is the bed for that is the first step towards victory.

PC pulled together in love and prayer
by

Stephanie Pietros ’04

Commentary Staff

Like our grandparents and parents
before us, the events of Tuesday, Sep
tember 11,2001, will come to define our
generation, just as tragedies such as the
bombing of Pearl Harbor and the assas
sination of President Kennedy defined
theirs. I will never forget where I was
when I found out that the Twin Towers
of the World Trade Center and the Pen
tagon had been attacked, just as my
mother remembers exactly where she
was when she first learned that President
Kennedy had been assassinated. It is not
merely the physical magnitude of these
events that renders them indelible in our
memories. It is their impact on our sense
of security and stability that makes them
sadly unforgettable, reminding us that
which we thought eternal is merely tran
sient, like the New York City skyline and
perhaps even our ability to go about our
daily lives without fear for our safety.
In this time of incredible shock and grief,
the PC community has united and pro
vided each other with an incredible
source of solace.
For me, one of the most horrible as
pects of this grief was the helplessness I
felt in not being able to do anything. I
needed to unglue myself from my tele
vision and CNN and do something con
structive to aid in the relief effort. But
what could I do? Immediately, the PC
community pulled together to aid in the
relief. Flyers were posted all over cam
pus and e-mails sent out listing shuttle
times for transportation to the blood cen
ter for those who wished to donate blood.
Students and faculty donated blood in
tremendous numbers, while the school
distributed lists of supplies needed in the
relief effort that can be dropped off at
the Slavin Info Desk. I was, and still
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Providence students pray at last Tuesday night’s vigil on Slavin Lawn.

am, amazed at how quickly the commu
nity worked together to help.
The Chaplain’s Office immediately
recognized the need within the PC com
munity to grieve openly and among
peers. Almost instantly, they organized
a prayer vigil for Tuesday night. This
event gave students the opportunity to
grieve together and to recognize how
profoundly this tragedy has affected ev
eryone. There was a certain measure of

comfort in the knowledge that my com
plex feelings were shared by the hun
dreds of people attending the vigil. The
expression of individual prayer inten
tions brought the tragedy to a personal
level as I realized firsthand how the hu
man loss has influenced people. The
message of the prayer vigil and masses
throughout the week reminded us that
while it may feel as though life is an un
dependable and unpredictable thing, we

will always have two things upon which
we can depend—our fellow man and
God.
Additionally, the Chaplain’s Office
has remained open almost night and day
for students in need of comfort and com
panionship. This week, they are host
ing a daily lunch in which students can
talk with Personal Counseling Center
representatives.
The comfort of our peers was felt in
another outpouring of PC community
spirit, this one completely spontaneous
and unplanned. In keeping with the na
tional day of prayer and mourning de
clared by President Bush and the many
candlelight vigils that took place all over
the country on Friday, a chain e-mail cir
culated encouraged people to step out
side their door and light a candle in re
membrance of those who had died. On
Friday evening, a small gathering of stu
dents convened on the quad to light
candles. As the group stood around,
someone began a prayer. Then, from
lower campus, another group came, also
bearing candles. Following an informal
procession around campus joined in
song, the group ended their procession
by placing their candles on the Grotto.
In face of the horrific and tragic
events which have formed the unreal
reality of this past week, those people
who comprise Providence College have
exhibited an incredible sense of commu
nity, a community in which 1 now feel
immeasurably proud to be a part. 1 am
sure that in the days and weeks ahead,
we will all face more trying times, those
in which our resolve and our faith will
be tested. It is my hope that we as a com
munity continue to be unified, dependent
on each other, and guided by God, for
strength and comfort.
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Terror ’s Aftermath

“Islamophobia”: hate doesn’t heal
by

Erin Simmeth ’03

Asst. Commentary Editor

Last week, Americans were united in fear and sad
ness after the tragic suicide attacks on New York City
and Washington, D.C. However, for Muslims and
Arab-Americans, the terror has escalated, not receded,
in the days since that catastrophic morning.
Just hours after the World Trade Center exploded
in flames Tuesday morning, the Islamic Institute of New
York received a telephone call threatening the school’s
450 students, said manager Azam Meshkat. “The
gentleman was very angry and he started threatening
the children. He said he was going to paint the streets
with our children’s blood,” she said. The school is
closed, but continues to receive several threats a day.
A mosque in Denton, Texas, was firebombed, and
many others have been closed since the attack as a re
sult of frightening threats. In Huntington, N.Y., police
say a 75-year-old man tried to run over a Pakistani
woman in a shopping mall parking lot. And in an un
happy act of violence, one Indian man running a gas
station was shot and killed in an apparent act of retali
ation for last week’s attack.
“Some people don’t understand because we are dif
ferent, because we look like (Osama) bin Laden,” the
victim’s brother said. “But we are not Muslim.”
Middle Eastern immigrants and citizens are easy
targets for frustrated would-be patriots because they
stand out physically and because their area of national
origin is commonly associated with international ter
rorism. Arab-Americans across the country were tar
geted after the Oklahoma City bombing in 1996, al
though the atrocity turned out to be the work of a white
American.
The Arab world is rife with political upheaval and
violence, and has been widely associated with terror
ism by Americans since the 1970’s Iran involvement
and the Gulf crisis. However, despite the evidence
connecting various groups to worldwide terrorism, rac
ism on our own soil against innocent members of a
faith or ethnic group is an unfortunate inversion of the
newborn patriotism inspired by the attack.
According to the White House, a Middle Eastern
power is again the chief suspect in this evil act. Osama
bin Laden is a Saudi-born multi-millionaire who leads

a group of dissident Muslim extremists.
While he and his terrorist network are pow
erful throughout the world, bin Laden is cur
rently sheltered by the Taliban, Afghanistan’s
authoritative Islamic regime. The Taliban is
infamous for its abuse of human rights and
for denying women education and public
privileges. However, Islam does not exhort
the use of violence. Islam is described as a
religion of peace, mercy, and forgiveness. In
the Qu’ran, warfare is permitted only for self
defense or defense of the faith or homeland,
and is governed by strict laws against harm
ing civilians, crops, and trees.
Like some extreme Christians, certain
members of the Islamic community believe
that violence is necessary to protect their reli
gion. However, blaming all Muslims for the
attack on American civilians is as reasonable
as blaming all Christians for an abortion clinic
bombing or KKK violence.
There are as many as seven million Mus
lims living in America, a population roughly
equal to the Jewish community, making Is
lam the second- or third-largest religion in
the United States. Many of these people have
been American citizens for generations.
President Bush publicly called for an end to
these anti-Muslim threats last Thursday, say
ing, “Our nation must be mindful that there
are thousands of Arab-Americans who love
their flag just as much as the [rest] of us.”
Even the Pope denounced the phenomenon
of “Islamophobia.” “I pray that the Virgin
Mary might help them not to fall into the temp
tation of hatred and violence but rather to com
YAHOO NEWS
mit themselves to justice and peace,” he said
A
Muslim
girl
prays
at
a
Fatih
mosque
service
in
Bremen,
of those who feel the need to lash out in anger
Germany
last
Friday,
Sept.
14.
against the terrorists or their kinsmen.
This attack was evil and should be treated as such. witnessed on our own soil last Tuesday.
American citizens should not make themselves like the
This evil attack can only be overcome if our power
perpetrators by attacking innocent people because of ful national desire for justice unites us as a people.
their nationality or religion. As Christians, Muslims, However, if we permit ourselves to be divided by hate,
atheists, Hindus, or Jews, we must not allow ourselves anger, and suspicion, then the terrorists will succeed in
to be filled with the blood-lust and vengeful anger drawing us into a frenzy that may tear us even further
which drives us to the same kind of cruel insanity we apart.

Will culture overcome the attacks?

Suddenly plausible: the terrorist attacks have made mass-destruction of our landmarks familiar and less amusing.
by

James Kabala ’02

Commentary Staff

I don’t remember where I first heard
the story that audiences cheered when
aliens blew up the White House in the
movie Independence Day. It may be a
myth, or something that happened only
in extremely isolated instances. I can
say one thing, however—nothing like
that is ever likely to happen again.
The horrible events of September 11
have affected America in many ways, not
least in the realms of entertainment and
sports. The massive sports cancellations
of last week were nearly unprecedented.
Numerous films have postponed their
release dates, most notably Collateral
Damage, an Arnold Schwarzenegger
thriller about terrorist bombers, and Big
Trouble, a Tim Allen comedy about, in
USA Today's words, “a nuclear device
loose in Miami.” Scheduled to be

completely revamped is the not-yetfilmed Jackie Chan movie Nosebleed,
originally supposed to be about a World
Trade Center window washer who tries
to foil a terrorist plot to blow up the
Statue of Liberty.
Eventually, we are told, things will
have to return to normal. How can
anything ever really be “normal” again,
though? Who can work up any real
enthusiasm for the pennant race, or even
attend a game without fearing that
terrorists might target the stadium? If
the news continues to be dominated by
the aftermath of the bombing, as it surely
will, there will be great difficulties for
news-oriented comedy like The Daily
Show, Saturday Night Live's “Weekend
Update,” and even the monologues of
Letterman and Leno. Perhaps most of
all, a3 the fates of the above movies
show, it will be a long time before
anyone will have much enthusiasm for

a terrorist-oriented novel or film.
Some, however, disagree with the
idea that the recent atrocities will leave
people permanently queasy about certain
subjects. They even take the opposite
view—that people will want to wallow
in gore to an even greater extent. Mark
Carnes, editor of Past Imperfect: History
According to the Movies, says, “My
guess is that Hollywood will, in its
ghoulish way, respond by taking us
closer and closer to the carnage. And
we...will cringe, and then look back
again, relieved that we are mere
spectators.” Perhaps Carnes and others
like him have a point. After all, the
occurrence of murders has not stopped
movies about murders, and even the
existence of wars or presidential
assassinations has not stopped movies
about those subjects,
I think that terrorism is different,
however. Part of the thrill of books or

movies about terrorist plots is that the
premise was just possible enough to
make the story suspenseful, but at the
same time unlikely enough so that no one
put down the book or walked out of the
movie theatre in genuine fear for their
safety. Now this can no longer be true.
There is another difference between
terrorism on the one hand and murders,
assassinations, and wars on the other.
Most people realize it is unlikely that
anyone will ever have a motive to kill
them (although this is not so true in the
era of mugging and drive-by shootings),
that they will never be President, and that
only through extraordinary cir
cumstances could they wind up on the
front lines of a war. With terrorism,
however, no one can be sure that he or
she will always remain a “mere
spectator.” Unlike with most murders,
your good or bad qualities, your
importance or unimportance, will have
no effect on whether someone chooses
to kill you or not. At the very least, mass
murder can no longer seem funny. “A
nuclear device loose in Miami” already
seems a preposterous plot for a comedy.
As I said earlier, comedians are likely to
hew to safe subjects.
Some will say, “Who cares about
these trivialities anyway?” Such people
are, of course, right. These things are
trivial when compared to the death toll
of these tragedies. The potentially
declining fortunes of disas^r movies,
Tom Clancy thrillers, late-night comics,
and sporting events would be far, far
down any ordered-by-importance list of
the attack’s effects. My point, however,
is not anything so silly or obscene as
“The worst thing about this tragedy is
its effect on the movies,” but just the
opposite. The ripples from this tragedy
will affect nearly every aspect of our
lives, even things as minor as these.

Does Sandra Feinstein-Gamm’s
MacBeth measure up ?
Page 20
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Taking it to the
convergence

tnternatiGnal Arts Festiva

Streets
In reaction to the attack on America, the Convergence 2001 street
painting festival took on a more patriotic tone than last year's contest.

by Kelly Mack ’04
A&E Staff

This past Friday, last year’s win
ners of the Convergence 2001 Street
Painting Festival brought the idea of
“Victory and Liberty” to downtown
Providence. More abstract than some
of the other drawings inspired by
Tuesday’s events, it depicted the
Statue of Liberty looking worn and
weary, and an angel of victory next to
her, supporting her arms and helping
her hold the torch high. The artists,
Joyce Bettencourt and Mike Ferrier
’96, said that they had tossed around
ideas and made some sketches prior
to the festival, wondering how they
would top last year’s win.
However, when they heard about
the plane crashes on Tuesday, they
knew they wanted to express their sup
port for America.
“We wanted to do something sym
bolic that would show we believe that
America will make it through this,”
said Joyce. Joyce and Mike also de
signed the shirts for this year’s festi
val, bringing some humor to the day.
The t-shirts had a picture on the front
of “American Gothic” (including a
spray painted mustache on the hus
band) against the Providence skyline.
On the back, some artist FAQ’s were
listed: Yes, I’m an artist; It’s pastel
chalk; Yes, my knees hurt; No, I’m not
getting paid; Yes, I am having fun;
Vote for me. The voting was part of
the day’s competition: the artist with
the most votes at the end of the day
would win the People’s Choice award,
$500, and the option of designing next
year’s “Convergence” t-shirts.
The children’s section, while not
entered in the best drawing contest,
was often more inspiring than the of
ficial section. While the adults ex
pressed themselves with abstracts and
themes, the children did it in simple
pictures and words. There were many
crude flags and globes, images of
hands joining together, and candles
and hearts. The messages from both
younger and older children written
next to the pictures were just as heart
warming as the drawings: “In God we
trust,” “remember, hope, pray,” “How
loud Mohammed weeps,” “hands and
feet are all alike but fear between di
vides us,” and “May we find strength
in the beauty that surrounds.”
Shawn, age 6, drew a globe with
an arrow pointing to Rhode Island, and
above the drawing, simply “peace.”
Daniel, who is almost 12, drew a pic
ture of Lady Liberty crying. When
asked why, he said it was because he
saw his mom crying when she saw the
news Tuesday morning, and if she was
crying, then Lady Liberty must be.
Seeing the many tributes to the vic
tims of the New York and Washing

ton, D.C. attacks in the form of flags
and candlelight vigils has been mov
ing, but they pale in comparison to the
way the children at the festival ex
pressed their feelings. We might of
ten forget that children are just as af
fected by tragedy as we are, but the
ways in which so many children ex
pressed both their sorrow and hope
reminded everyone that they are as
much a part of our nation as adults are.
There were several people from
New York at the festival who were
deeply affected by both the tragedy
and the tributes to the victims. One
girl wrote on the ground in the
children’s section, “For my loved
Street painting, page 20

HILLARY MURRAY '04/ Special to The Cowl

LEFT: Three works from the 2000 street
painting competition
TOP: Artists hard at work at the 2000 festival.
BOTTOM: A work from the 2001 festival dedicated to
the heroes and victims of September 11, 2001 World
Trade Center attack
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19 Things
to do off
campus...
Fine Arts
•
Bill T. Jones/Arnie Zane Dance
Company (9/25), Roberts Hall
Auditorium, Rhode Island
College, 8 PM
•
"Lighthouse ’’ - recent works by
Ernest Silva (through 9/30), Fine
Arts Center Galleries, URI (call
for times)
•
Cheap Food at the cost ofCheap
Lives - a photographic essay by
David Wells (through 9/30), Fine
Arts Center Galleries, URI, (call
for times)
•
The Natural Environment:
Hopelessly unstrung - or pausing
to rewind? (through 10/28),
Photography Gallery, URI Fine
Arts Center (call for times)
•
Sean Scully - Walls, Windows,
Horizons (through 10/28), David
Winton Bell Gallery, Brown
University (call for times)
Music
•
Strangefolk and Convoy (9/21),
Lupo’s. 9 PM
•
Mixfest 2001 (9/22), Foxboro
Stadium, doors open at 10 AM
•
Keller Williams (9/22), Lupo’s,
9:30 PM
•
In the Groove - rhythm and blues
(9/22), Ri-Ra’s, 9:30 PM-1:30
AM
•
Five for Fighting (9/24), The
Met Cate, (call for times)
•
Cowboy Junkies & Tim Easton
(9/26), Lupo’s, 9 PM
•
The Strokes (9/26), The Met
Cate, 9 PM
Theatre
•
Noises (^(through 10/7),
Trinity Repertory Company (call
for times)
•
Macbeth (through 9/23), Sandra
Feinstein-Gamm Theatre (call
for times)
•
Dinner with Friends (9/21-11/4),
Trinity Repertory Company, (call
for times)
Etc
•
Convergence 2001 International
Arts Festival (through 9/23),
various locations (check
www.caparts.org for details)
•
Disney on Ice presents Toy Story
2 (9/19-9/23), Dunkin’ Donuts
Center (call for times)
•
Cityside Skatepark Providence,
Dunkin’ Donuts Center (call for
schedule)
•
Improv Jones, at Perishable
Theatre every Thursday and at
AS220 every Saturday, both at
10 PM
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Suburban Elements
A newly Five-less Ben Folds champions piano power-pop, and gives
into the guitar on his first solo record, Rockin’ the Suburbs.
by Mark M. Balas ’03
A&E Editor

If there was any justice in the world
of popular music, 2001 would look more
like the mid-1970’s (sans disco), and Ben
Folds would be playing to packed arenas
throughout the western hemisphere.
Folds would follow the trajectory of
Elton John and Billy Joel, be hailed as a
new breed of rock star, and would storm
America with his powerful piano, his
balladeer spirit, and his ear for infectious
melody. His accountant would steal all
his money of course, but he could always
tour to sold-out houses.
But there is no justice in pop music.
Ben Folds is one of America’s handful
of great songwriters who, like his singer
songwriter contemporaries, has a live

Ben Folds
Rockin the Suburbs
Sony Music

show still relegated to clubs and small
theaters, and a record that struggles to
go gold. Folds has seen the pop star light
once, with Whatever and Ever Amen’s
tortured single “Brick,” but soon after
Ever's follow-up, The Unauthorized
Biography of Reinhold Messner, he lost
his band and ventured into the testy
suburban-indie-cult-figure-singer/
songwriter-trying-to-go-solo realm.
To say that the Five-less Folds
experiment is a success would be a grand
understatement.
Folds
sounds
reenergized on his first solo record,
entitled Rockin’ the Suburbs, playing
every instrumental part to near
perfection, and making use of guitar for
the first time on any of his records. But
just like the rest of the record, the guitar
use is subtle, adding to the color and
texture of the sound rather than sticking
out front, blowing the listener away.
Folds still leaves that power to his piano.
And although not billed as so, Rockin ’
the Suburbs may be the second
consecutive Ben Folds concept album.
Just as Reinhold Messner was about the
struggle with identity, Suburbs tackles
growing up and growing old in suburbia.
Not to say Suburbs isn’t great fun.
The differences between Ben Folds
and Ben Folds Five are instantly
recognizable in the album’s first track,
the hand-clap ballad “Annie Waits,”
which utilizes a drum machine and
analog organ, both of which can be heard
throughout the album. The sound is lush
Addresses and Phone Numbers
but not too busy, allowing the lyrics
•
AS220,115 Empire Street, 8319327
about a lovelorn boy singing about a
lovelorn girl to be carried along by the
•
David Winton Bell Gallery,
creator’s river of sound. The next track,
Brown University, 64 College
“Zak and Sara,” is a rocking piano tune
Street, 863-2932
with melody by way of Billy Joel and
•
Dunkin’ Donuts Center, One La
lyrics reminiscent of Stephen Malkmus’s
Salle Square, 273-5000
“Jenny and the Ess-Dog.” The organ is
•
Foxboro Stadium, Route 1,
Foxboro, MA, (800) 649-3378
back in “Zak and Sara,” which tells the
•
Lupo’s, 239 Westminster
story of a couple who hangs on to their
Avenue, 272-5876
past with a kung-fu grip, and tries so
•
Met Cate, 130 Union Street,
vehemently to relive their past that it has
861-2142
become their lifestyle.
•
Perishable Theatre, 95 Empire
Tracks three through six form the
Street, 331-2695
thematic centerpiece of Rockin’ the
•
Rhode Island College, 600
Suburbs, with the sensitive lullaby “Still
Mount Pleasant Avenue, 456Fighting It.” The song is about an
9883
Australian (check the liner notes) father
•
RiRa’s, 50 Exchange Terrace,
who knows that it “hurts to grow up,”
272-1953
and sees in his son a chance to grow up
•
Sandra Feinstein-Gamm Theatre,
again. A faint guitar is heard in the
31 Elbow Street, 621-9641
background of “Still Fighting It,” which
•
Trinity Repertory Company, 201
is a coup for Folds, and marks a creative
Washington Street, 351-4242
turning point for the artist so known for
•
URI Fine Arts Center, 105 Upper
eschewing the instrument.
College Road, 874-2775
The next song, “Gone,” is also the
best song on the album, with hard
-compiled by Adrienne Larsen-Silva '02 drumming, string flourishes, guitar
chords, and violent piano that

Sony Music

“Gone” is...
the perfect
example of a
damn fun
song about
someone’s
sad, sad life.
characterizes the bravado of a
romantically abandoned (re: dumped)
suburban teen/twenty-something that has
no idea of where to go next, so he
responds with defiance. “Gone” is also
catchy as hell, and is the perfect example
of a damn fun song about someone’s sad,
sad life. “Fred Jones Part 2” follows,
which is about a middle-aged man being
laid-off, and losing the will to do, well,
anything. If any song resembles a classic
Ben Folds Five ballad, “Fred Jones Part
2” is it. Simple vocal harmonies (with
both parts sung by Folds himself) are
accompanied by cello and electric bass
to create a minimalist masterpiece of pop
music.
“The Ascent of Stan” finishes the
thematic center, a hard-driving, bassfilled track with Beach Boys harmonies
about a former hippie-cum-businessman.
Even the album’s throwaway track,
“Rockin’ the Suburbs,” a piano-less,
straight ahead rock song, contributes to

the album’s theme of growing up and
letting go. The smart-aleck Ben Folds
returns on the title track, with a rock/rap
whisper-to-a-scream vocal that (along
with Stroke 9’s great “Kick Some Ass”)
could make the average Mudvayne fan
reconsider his record collection.
Rockin’the Suburbs closes on Folds’s
most personal note since “Brick” in “The
Luckiest,” a song whose speaker is none
other than Ben Folds himself, singing a
soaring love song to his wife.
There is no other way to describe
Rockin' the Suburbs than “perfect.”
Combining the honky-tonk influence of
Elton John, the Billy Joel ear for melody,
the Elvis Costello pen, the defiance of a
middle-school deviant, instinct for
rhythm, and a need for catharsis, Ben
Folds creates an album bigger than the
sum of its parts. Every song is candidate
for singledom, and every one, if justice
is served, will be an enormous hit.
GRADE: A+

Coming soon...

www.thecowl.com
it’ll change your life.
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Why Nevermind
Music
Matters Notes

by Dan Devine ’04
A&E Staff

I turned nine years old on September
23,1991. The following day, my brother
exploded through the front door of our
Staten Island home clutching a tape in
his right hand, his face bearing an
intensity I hadn’t seen from him since
Buckner had a bad night at Shea in ’86.
The day after, my parents started getting
mad that we weren’t closing the door to
our room.
On September 24, 1991, Nevermind
first touched racks in America, and
everything changed. The album
celebrates its tenth birthday next week,
officially commemorating a decade of
decline since its release. No album
recorded after Nevermind has even come
close to its combination of raw, bloody
fury and unapologetically melodic
songwriting. Everybody knows how the
story of Nirvana ends; for right now, let’s
just remember how it all started.
The late 1980’s and early 1990’s
stood out as a time for excess, especially
in music: America loved hair bands and
hair bands loved America. The
glammed-out, mascara-heavy party rock
of bands like Poison, Warrant, and
Motley Crue ruled rock radio with tales
of unskinny bops, cherry pies, and sex
machines. The landscape became so
littered with carbon copy “rock” bands
that virtually any prefabricated piece of
trash could sell 100,000 records (how
else can you explain Kip Winger’s
career?). The industry begged to be
taken over by something new and more
substantial than dimestore senti
mentality, tough-guy posturing, and
pyrotechnics. That something came
from the minds of singer/guitarist Kurt
Cobain, bassist Krist Novoselic, and
drummer-turned-Foo Fighter, Dave
Grohl.
Nevermind turned popular music on
its ear, moving the medium away from
arena rock heroes and pre-chewed
bubble-gum pop stars, and placing the
focus squarely on just what a dark and
scary place the human psyche can be.
Wounded animal archetype Cobain
revolutionized songwriting by bringing
the crushing introspection and searing
criticism of the punk and indie rock
movements to the mainstream, while
adding his own Black Flag-via-Lennon/
McCartney knack for ironic wordplay to
the mix.
Nevermind showed a
generation of kids weaned on Paula
Abdul and Bon Jovi that depression isn’t
a personality defect, but something to be
considered, and even at times
appreciated. To put in perspective
properly the effect this has had on pop
music, a painful yet true statement must
be made: Fred Durst couldn’t write “My
Way” without “Drain You.”
A lot of people spend so much time
thinking about Nevermind's social
relevance and its impact on the world of
music that they forget the reason it had
that effect in the first place: front to back,
Nevermind is the most complete rock
album of the last fifteen to twenty years.
“In Bloom” serves as the ultimate
testament to Cobain’s skill as a
songwriter. He pens a scathingly
sarcastic number about the jocks who
beat him up all his life, and packages it
so sweetly that they all sing along
without even knowing they’re th*
punchline. “Come As You Are”
combines a more sedate composition
than most Nirvana songs, with some of
Cobain’s most yearning lyrics. The
song’s oft-repeated and overanalyzed
hook (“And I swear that I don’t have a
gun”) emotes a desire for companionship
in spite of the speaker’s gruff exterior,
the punk rock equivalent of “I promise I
won’t bite.” Grohl’s ground-shaking
drums and Novoselic’s lively bass work
bring “Breed” to life, proving that those

David Geffen Company

A positive negative: in 1991, Nirvana’s major-label debut, Nevermind turned
an underground Seattle band into a mass-media phenomenon,
changing the rock and roll landscape.

guys behind the poster child weren’t just
window dressing. Webster’s Dictionary
should define the word “amped” by
telling all inquiring minds to listen to
“Territorial Pissings”; it’s just one of
those things that defies explanation yet
can be perfectly encapsulated in two
minutes and twenty-two seconds of
thrashing.
The hauntingly beautiful “Something
In The Way” ends the album in a
temporal sense, but the poet .ended his
record with four minutes and thirty-two
seconds of what has become one of the
most famous lines in rock music: “I
found it hard, it’s hard to find / oh, well,
whatever, nevermind.” Cobain’s final
lyric on the iconic “Smells Like Teen
Spirit” perfectly summarizes his
apathetic attitude toward the world in
general. Never meant to become the
rallying cry of the slacker generation, the
line deflates the meaning of virtually
everything that comes after it, reminding
listeners to beware the words of idols

because they often ring hollow, a lesson
important for all fans to digest.
When September 24, 2001, rolls
around, a music world that apparently
hasn’t learned that lesson will continue
to celebrate carbon copy “rock” bands
and pre-chewed bubble-gum pop as it
has for the last few years. The prolonged
lull of vacuous music made by
weathermen and ring announcers will
remain the order of the day for the
majority of today’s youth. But some nine
or ten year-old kid somewhere will see
or hear or read a report about what some
band did a decade ago, go out to the
record store, buy their CD, and explode
through the door of his townhouse with
anxious excitement. Ultimately, THAT
is why Nevermind matters: even in its
depressing lyrics, dark imagery, and
thunderous sound, it brings hope that
somewhere out there stands the next
torchbearer to lead us all out of perdition
and into a better place.

Little T and One Track Mike
Fome Is Dape
Lava/Atlantic Records
Quirky white rapper makes funny,
offbeat video, gets on popular request
show, hilarity ensues. It’s a familiar
tale that can go one of two ways: chart
topping superstardom and under
ground credibility (see Boys, Beastie;
Mathers, Marshall) or frustrating
anonymity and punchline status (see
Ice, Vanilla; Snow). Nobody can
predict which future will unfold for
Little T and One Track Mike, the
Caucasian culprits behind unlikely
TRL hit “Shaniqua,” but a close listen
to their debut effort, Fome is Dape,
reveals talent far greater than Robert
Van Winkle ever promised.
One might expect an album filled
to the brim with little more than grade
school fart jokes and empty-headed
lyricism, and the cover’s depiction of
two urinal stalls does little to
discourage this supposition. The duo
shocks all takers, however, coming to
the mic with some well-conceived and
even multifaceted statements about
relationships on “Loosendin’,” suicide
and moping on “Kick In The Ass,” and
the importance of the rap game to kids
of all colors on “Sycamore Trees,” the
album’s high point.
GRADE: B+
-by Dan Devine '04

Macy Gray
The Id
Sony/Epic
Id (id) n the part of the psyche that
is the source of instinctual impulses
and demands for satisfaction. So lines
the inside cover of Macy Gray’s
sophomore record The Id, a soulful
album filled with fun-loving funk and
tons of personal psyche references.
Gray sets up her album as a true
reflection of her inner self—her
ultimate psychological examination.
From the get-go, Gray shows us that
she’s not kidding. Her exuberant
theme song “Relating to a Psychopath”
assures us that “your role model is in
therapy.” Not only that, but she’d like
to remain a psycho for “medication is
slow and when it kicks in, her mind
chooses to go.” In “Gimme All Your
Lovin’ or I Will Kill You,” she clearly
expresses “I have lost my mind,” trying
to force her crush, to, well, give her all
his love or she will kill him.
And as she says in Id’s last song,
“Shed,” all her defenses are down. It
is true to life, and most importantly,
true to Gray. She’s not looking to be
sent away; rather, she wants us all to
join in her insanity and be ourselves.
That kind of crazy is good for all of us
-—can you really ask for anything
more?
GRADE: A
-by Dave Quinn ’04
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Urban Elements
Dave Mayo ’02
A&E Staff
by

Picture this: a parade in your honor,
crowds waiting to see you, Roc-A-Fella
flags waving high, and you’ve just won
the election for Mayor of the Streets.
Welcome to the world of Jay-Z. The
industry moves fast, and with his sixth
album in as many years, Jay-Z is keeping
up with the pace. With The Blueprint,

Jay-Z
The Blueprint
Roc-a-fella Records

Jay-Z has once again proven that he is on
top of the game for another year, and isn’t
ready to give up the crown.
How did he do it this time? Jay-Z has
stepped away from rhymes about money,
women, and jewels. The need to hype up
the rest of the Roc-A-Fella family is long
gone: Memphis Bleak and Beanie Siegel
won’t be heard on this album. Jay-Z has
gone back to the essence of sound that was
created in his debut album. Reasonable
Doubt. The beats remain tight and the
rhymes are personal: this time it’s all about
Jay-Z, his emotions, what he has seen in
the business, and his family.
The album opens with Jay-Z’s usual
thank you to everyone for his or her
purchase, but quickly switches tone to let
everyone know he isn’t playing around.
The first track “The Ruler’s Back,”
features a number of intense punch lines
to remind us he is still here. Whether a
court case or some other rapper, nothing
is knocking him down, which he strongly
backs with his verbal attack on Nas and
Prodigy in “Takeover.” Being number one
in the rap game means everyone is
gunning for you, and as of late, Jay-Z has
his hands full of haters. Jay strikes at Nas
hard lyrically with “Went from, Nasty Nas
to Esco’s trash, Had a spark when you
started but now you’re just garbage...”

This is probably the nicest line Jay spits
at his enemies.
The second single off the album, “Girls,
Girls, Girls,” is a comical recollection of
women that Jay-Z has in his “stable.” He
has a “young chick” who complains he
doesn’t buy her Reeboks, all the way to a
“narcoleptic chick” whose head he has to
tie back like in Duece Bigalow - another
saga within the business which Jay is able
to poke fun at.
Jay keeps the album rolling with “Heart
of the City,” “You Don’t Know,” and
“Never Change,” which all feature a num
ber of old school samples. By taking a
cue from his previous success, “Hard
Knock Life,” Jay goes digging into the
crates for a number of Motown hits from
the ’70’s to help provide the chorus for
his songs. He has put more of himself
into this album however, and the musical
influences of old school beats make sure
we don’t forget that he wants a more “soul
ful” theme to his work.
With the sudden burst of creativity and
emotion, Jay brings us further into his
world with his most touching song to date,
“Song Cry.” Jay raps about losing a true
love to his unwillingness to settle down
because of the street game that runs his
life - a shocking track in that it’s a voice
most have never heard from Jay-Z.
On “Renegade,” a collaboration with
Eminem, Slim Shady shows us that he
is more than just a voice by inserting
himself into the recording booth and pro
ducing the track himself. Em creates a
frantic piano chord background, while
the dynamic lyrical duo release some
much-needed stress on the industry. It’s
a perfect match: you have the most out
spoken man in the rap game, and a new
flow by Jay-Z in which he lets everyone
know the industry isn’t what it seems.
For his finale, Jay-Z gives a lyrical
biography of his life in “Blueprint,”
shouting everyone out from his moms
to the streets of Marcy. Other featured

Can V Stop the Reign

Roc-a-fella Records

Big Pimpin’, makin’G’s: With The Blueprint, Jay-Z keeps a watertight hold
on his title of popular hip-hop.

tracks, “Hola Hovito” and “Izzo,” are
sure fired club-bangers which everyone
will chant in the streets.
When Reasonable Doubt came out,
Jay-Z was a carefree kid who didn’t

INSTRUMENTALISTS WANTED

Are you an instrumentalist looking for a place to
explore your musical talents? The Providence
College Orchestra is looking for your talent! Come
join Dr. Ledbetter on Monday and Wednesday nights
from 7-9:30 for an incredible musical adventure.
There will also be two concerts, the first on
November 18, and one to be announced in the spring
semester. Experience the genius of Beethoven and
Mozart, along with the millions of other amazing
composers. The PC Orchestra is in need of Strings,
as well as Trumpets, Clarinets, French Horns,
Bassoons, Oboes, and Percussionists. So come out
*

September 20, 2001

know where rap would take him. Now,
The Blueprint has him on top of the game
with no sign of falling off anytime soon.
GRADE: A+
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Schlock Star

Short
Takes

by Dave Quinn ’04
A&E Staff

In August of 1997, The New York
Times printed a story titled “Metal-Head
becomes Metal-God.” Written by
Andrew C. Revkin, the article told of
Tim “Ripper” Owens, a religious Judas
Priest fan that played in a Priest cover
band. When original Priest vocalist Rob
Halford quit the band in 1992, a
videotape of Owens was sent to the
band. After auditioning, the young
American was hired as its new vocalist.

The Glass House
by Erin Keller ’02
A&E Staff

Rock Star
Directed by Stephen Herek
Providence Place

This became the premise of Stephen
Herek’s new picture, Rock Star. Set in
the ’ 80’s, Rock Star plays out more like
a two-and-a-half-hour Behind The
Music episode than a compelling story
of perseverance. It’s Boogie Nights
minus the disco and plus the big hair.
Once again, Mark Wahlberg plays a
naive dreamer with that extra something
special — only this time it’s not his
package that’s the prize, it’s his pipes.
Chris Cole has the uncanny ability to
belt just like his hero Bobby Beers
(Jason Flemyng), the over-the-top lead
singer of Steel Dragon. Chris is the
super fan, dressing, obsessing, and
singing just like Bobby. Heck, he even
has a tribute (don’t you dare call it a
cover) band called Blood Pollution,
focusing on capturing the band’s essence
and reiterating note-for-note their
popular tunes. When things go wrong
in Chris’ band, and subsequently in Steel
Dragon, Chris finds himself where
Ripper Owens found himself - living the
rock star life. It’s sex, drugs, and rock
’n roll: the ultimate rock star experience.
But like all good things, this fairy tale
must come to an end, as the lifestyle
eventually becomes too much for even
Chris to handle.
However, Chris has something Dirk
never had, and that’s a terrifically
supportive set of parents (Beth Grant
and Michael Shamus Wiles}.- The fact
that they allow Chris to live in this
dream world is something we rarely see
in movies today. There’s also Emily
(Jennifer Aniston), Chris’ loyal
girlfriend and manager, who plays a
crucial role in the direction of the movie.
Their love story puts Chris at much less
risk than Dirk ever was.
The problem of Rock Star is its
inconsistency. There are so many
compelling stories that could arise from
the simple premise of a fan becoming a
star - unfortunately, none of them are
played out. Instead, the picture plays
different undeveloped stories. The
audience is therefore put in a silly
situation, having to choose which story
to stick with. Do we follow Chris’ tale
of following your dreams and sticking
to your beliefs? Or do we take the other
root, and look at the dangerous
lifestyles that rock stars live? Or, do
we look at the struggle Emily has with
accepting Chris’ newfound glory?
Still, it’s hard to stick with one
story, due to the large gaps in the
script. At one point, we’re watching
Chris eating up this new routine, then,
the story switches to Emily’s point of
view and her struggle with being apart
from Chris and the rock ‘n’ roll
atmosphere. By the time we get back
to Chris, he’s totally adapted,
practically becoming one of them, and
Emily has decided to leave the road,
claiming she can’t continue like this.
Chris has changed so much, yet the
audience hasn’t been with him
throughout the change. We’re left
wondering what has happened,
because Herek seems to think that
hinting at or mentioning something is
enough.
The one good character in the
.movie is the band’s road manager,

IMDB

When Ruby Baker (Leelee
Sobieski) and her brother are sudden
ly orphaned, they are relocated to the
Glass house. Terry and Erin Glass, old
family friends, now become their
guardians. But soon after the four try
to become a new family. Ruby discov
ers that the Glass’ may be using the
guardianship as an investment to make
money. Then she discovers darker
things about the people her parents
trusted to care for them. The more she
searches, the more unthinkable truths
surface. The Glass house becomes a
prison, and she must plan her escape.
The Glass House is an appropriate
title for three reasons. The owners’
name is Glass, the house is mostly con
structed in glass, and the movie itself
is very transparent. What this movie
gains in concrete suspense and acting
(especially by Sobieski and Diane Lane
as Erin Glass), it loses in its ridiculous
“plot twists.” In order to enjoy the
movie, you must suspend belief to a lu
dicrous degree. So while there are a
solid forty minutes of nail-biting sus
pense, there are plenty of other mo
ments that make you want to slap your
forehead or laugh. The unnecessarily
long movie leaves you plenty of time
to do all three. See O instead.
GRADE: C-

I wanna ROCK!: Mark Wahlberg strikes a pose as the lead singer of the
fictional hair metal band, Steel Dragon.

played by Timothy Spall. A complex
performance, we’re not sure whether
to trust him or fear him. It’s the kind
of performance that wins nominations
and awards. Unfortunately, the other
poor casting choices and lackluster
performances overshadow it. To care
about whether Chris eventually
chooses to stay with Steel Dragon or
return to Emily, we have to care about
Chris and/or Emily. With their poor
acting and lack of chemistry, that’s
difficult to do. Walhberg proves his
acting talents are just about adequate,
but no more. Aniston’s sweet image
reduces Emily to a languid, one
dimensional character.
It’s
disappointing.

The script is recycled, superficial
material. The characters are less
clearly defined than their moral
dilemmas. These aren’t real
individuals struggling with issues,
they’re symbols conforming to
comfortable formulas. Rock Star
becomes more of a morality tale on the
dangers of rock ‘n’ roll living, rather
than an insider view of the musicians’
lives, something that added so much
sparkle and insight to last year’s
under-appreciated Almost Famous.
Stick with VH1 if you’re looking for
the true stories behind the music. At
least you can change the channel when
the story fails to impress.
GRADE: C-

www.castlecinema.com

CINEMA

CASTLE

1039 Chalkstone Avenue * Providence
(401) 751-FILM
OHLY $2 with
> college ID

A OHLY $2 with
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Sandra Feinstein Gamm’s

Revived, reimagined Macbeth thrills
showed both the incredible strength the
character has when he lusts for power
and his pitiable humanity when he fully
Unnerving.
comprehends his deeds. Gore’s
This is the best way to describe chemistry with Kate Lohman, as the
director Eric Tucker’s version of ultimate nagging wife Lady Macbeth,
Macbeth, which is playing as a special was very convincing, and Lohman’s
repeat engagement of last season’s show intensity onstage was palpable.
at the Sandra Feinstein-Gamm Theatre.
Another performance to watch for is
Granted, I knew the story beforehand, that of F. William Oakes as the drunken
even if it had been a few years since I’d porter in the show’s one scene of comic
relief. Only Shakespeare could make
Macbeth
raunchiness funny without being
tasteless,
and Oakes does a wonderful
Directed by Eric Tucker
job in his interpretation of the role.
September 12-23
A unique aspect to this production
Sandra Feinstein-Gamm Theatre
was the use of children. Middle
read it. I was not, however, prepared to schoolers Corrianne Dionne, Liliana
be unsettled to the point of looking over Gore, and Mya Sherman played several
my shoulder every once in awhile to different roles, including those of the
make sure no sword-baring Scotsman witches. The children would be onstage
to represent the witches, but they hardly
was creeping up behind me.
I was a little uncertain before the ever spoke as them. Other cast members
performance as well, never having had would speak the witches’ lines in
to walk across the stage to my seat with Scottish accents (to distinguish the
“dead” actors hanging from the ceiling, speaking actors from their other roles).
and never having been in a theatre that Additionally, the play begins with the
is actually a converted garage (complete children screaming several times, which
with working garage door). However, sets the whole uneasy tone for the rest
as soon as the show had begun and I had of the show. Later, the children laugh
acclimated myself once more to the several times offstage during tense
Shakespearean language, I was as riveted scenes, which is quite chilling, and not
the only times I felt shivers during the
as everyone else in the theatre.
For those who need a refresher from production.
Because the theatre is a converted
high school English, this is the story of
Macbeth, Thane of Glamis in Scotland, garage, it gives the company certain
who one day stumbles upon three “weird freedoms it would not have in a regular
sisters,” who greet him by his title, and theatre. The garage door, which opens
then by the additional titles of Thane of onto a parking lot, is used as a backstage,
Cawdor and King of Scotland. Intrigued which makes one feel as if the story is
by their words, Macbeth is further real and transcending the fact that it is
persuaded by his determinedly power- merely a play. Additionally, the actors
hungry wife to make their prophecies move the four sections of seats
come true by killing the king. Once the throughout the show, sometimes so that
deed has been done, Macbeth is racked the audience faces one another, another
with guilt, but nevertheless continues his time in a U-shape. The most effective
rise to power, even killing former friends use of this was when all four sections
in order to ensure that he will not be were moved up very close to the actors,
giving them a width of about six or eight
challenged.
Nigel Gore, who is reprising his role feet to work in. Because this was done
from last year, played Macbeth. He during the scenes where Macbeth
by Adrienne

Larsen-Silva ’02

Assistant A&E Editor

Sandra Feinstein-Gamm

Tomorrow, and tomorrow, and tomorrow. There are only three more times to
catch Nigel Gore as MacBeth and Kate Lohman as Lady MacBeth in
Sandra Feinstein-Gamm’s reimagining of Macbeth.

agonizes about and finally kills Duncan
(the king), the audience is thrust into the
intensity of the scenes, and made to feel
a part of the action. Lighting was also
essential to the creepy atmosphere of the
play, and the fact that most of the play
was done in darkness with the actors
holding flashlights or with the lights very
dim, made me very jumpy - especially
since the actors were coming in and out
from everywhere in the room.
My only critique of the show is the
fact that it’s rather hard to follow if you
haven’t read the play lately. The
company needs to differentiate between

characters more clearly, since until
Banquo was killed, I wasn’t positive about
which actor was playing him.
Additionally, since several actors play
more than one minor role, things can
quickly become confusing.
Although this production of Macbeth
will not be around for long, it is worth
looking into before its closing
performance on Sunday. There’s a reason
it was resurrected again for this year, and
without a doubt, it is worth every penny
to see this impressive version of an already
masterfully crafted play.
GRADE: A-

Street painting festival helps the healing process
-Continued from page 15-

ones, gone ” and signed it
with her name and Tuesday’s
date.
One man, who wished to
remain anonymous, com
mented on one of the draw
ings in particular. It was one
that depicted a New York
firefighter in profile against
a dark, sooty background,
face tilted toward the sky,
hand lifted. Flying from his
hand were several butter
flies with American flags as
wings. Looking over the
drawing, he made a couple
of suggestions to the artists
about the firefighter’s hel
met and his badge, and then
stood in silence watching
the girls work. Finally he
addressed them again, say
ing that he had lived in New
York for most of his life,
worked in the Twin Towers,
and had lost both police and
fireman family members to
the building collapse.
“Trust me,” he said as he
walked away, “this is appre
ciated.”
The girls whose drawing
moved the man so deeply
were Jessica Raimondi and
Jaime Johnston, both seniors
at Scituate High School.
Jessica echoed the senti
ments of some of the other

artists, saying about her
source of inspiration: “I
knew exactly what I wanted
to do; it was instant. Before
Tuesday, I wasn’t decided,
but then I just knew.” Jaime
also recalled her reaction to
the news of Tuesday’s
events. “We had an assem
bly [at school] and they told
us... the whole school was
in shock.” The girls felt
they should do something to
memorialize the victims,
even if only temporarily, in
chalk. They were touched
each time someone paused
to say something about their
drawing, many of whom
dropped their votes for best
artist into their bucket.
Many of the proceeds from
the Street Painting Festival
come from the sale of the to
kens used to cast votes, and
this year the proceeds are all
being donated to the New
York City Fire Fighters’
Fund.
“It’s so ironic that we did
this [drawing], we didn’t
know the proceeds had been
changed,”
commented
Jaime. The best artist prize
was the last thing on their
minds, however. “I’m defi
nitely not here to win any
contests,” said Jessica. “I’m
just here to be supportive...
And it’s a lot of fun.”

With many artists’ draw
ings concentrated on such a
somber subject, many might
forget that the festival is
supposed to be fun. While
some artists changed their
pictures into tributes, others
did not, and there was a
large assortment of other
drawings, from flower and
vineyard scenes to geomet
ric squares and a hot dog
with mustard.
The Street Painting Fes
tival is part of Convergence
2001, which includes a film
and animation festival and
various art, music, and
dance exhibits, and was
brought to Providence last
year for that very reason: it
was fun. Bob Nangle, mem
ber of the Printing Industry
of Rhode Island (PIRI), ex
plains that when PIRI and
Capitol Arts, part of Rhode
Island’s Office of Cultural
Affairs, heard about the
Convergence Festivals tak
ing place in other parts of
the country, they thought it
would be perfect for Provi
dence. “It is a great event
that showcases the talent in
our community and brings
people together. We were
very successful last year and
we hoped to bring even more
people out this year.”
It is a non-profit event,

Capitol Arts

Artists participate in last year’s street painting festival.
as the squares that the art
ists draw in are “bought” by
sponsors including families,
restaurants, and small busi
nesses, as well as corporate
sponsors like NBC10 and
BankRI. The money that the
sponsors give pays for the
squ'are, the artists’ supplies,
the t-shirts, and the posters
and brochures that are
handed out at the festival.
Although the Street
Painting Festival is over,

there are many more events
planned throughout the rest
of September. You can go to
www.caparts.org/con ver
gence to view the rest of the
month’s schedule. Conver
gence 2001’s tagline is “cel
ebrating the arts as part of
everyday life,” and the
Street Painting Festival cer
tainly showed that we are
moved to expression in
many ways, and tragedy can
often bring out our best.
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Taste of the
Town

From fantasy to reality

Kartabar
284 Thayer Street
by Alexandra Silveria ’02
A&E Staff

YAHOO! News

A scene front The Siege or from last week? A National Guardsman checks an
ID in New York’s financial district.

Erin Keller ’02
A&E Staff
by

Due to the tragic events that took
place in New York City, many films
are being put on hold because of
their subject matter. The new
Arnold Schwarzenegger film, Col
lateral Damage, which focuses on
terrorism in America, will be
shelved. Many similar projects that
would have been easy for the pub
lic to take two weeks ago will also
get the red light.
Supposedly,
there is even a
romantic comedy
that will be
stalled because
one setting is the
now gone World
Trade Center.
Apparently, even
that may be too
much for viewers
to watch com
fortably.
Things are
different now.
And it’s not
just the new
films that will
undergo a trans
formation. The
ones that already
exist have changed. All the movies
that explore attacks on America
were, at the time, a look at “what
could be” if terrorism hit home. The
genre for these movies was action,
but the country’s strength made the
movies almost fantasy. Before Sep
tember 11, 2001, America seemed
invincible, and blowing up parts of
it provided consistent fodder for en
tertainment. But no longer.
Movies such as Passenger 57
and Air Force One, which deal with
plane hijacking, or Fight Club, a
movie that closes with buildings
being bombed and collapsing, are no
longer awe-inspiring. The whole
Die Hard trilogy depicts in three
courses plane destruction, terrorist
bombing, and an LA office building
being held hostage. It was never fun
and games, but now these movies
take on a new dimension as they are
connected to what really happened
in America.
One movie provides a chilling
example of this. No film mirrors the
tragedy the United States is now fac
ing quite like the movie The Siege.
Although the film is primarily con

cerned with the evils of martial law,
the plot path it took to get there is
eerily prophetic. To summarize the
movie: terrorist bombings hit key
sites in New York City, including the
FBI building and the theater district.
In the case of the FBI headquarters,
a car filled with explosives drives
into the building, causing its col
lapse. The leader of the terrorist
ring is Arab character Ahmed Bin
Talal, similar enough in name, like
ness, and politics to Osama bin
Laden. Plus, Bin
Talal was trained
by the CIA in the
movie, as bin
Laden was in real
ity. In the movie,
Arabs in America
are suspect and
defamed. This is
undeniably hap
pening now.
The scenes of
wreckage and car
nage from the
film mimic what
is now being
shown on televi
sion every night.
Fortunately, the
aftermath of the
attacks seems to
be where The
Siege breaks from reality. In The
Siege, the country falls apart, de
mocracy briefly fails, and martial
law is implemented. Our America
is responding to this tragedy with an
overwhelming sense of unity and
support. The Siege seems to dem
onstrate the significance of this
united strength and sharply warns
against the alternative.
Not since 1997’s film Wag the
Dog has there been such a case of
“life mirroring art.” Although it
hardly seems possible, The Siege
came before all of this. And if you
have seen it before, it is guaranteed
that the next time will be harder.
Some will rent these movies just for
the scare, but it will be awhile be
fore the terrorist action films are
popular at the box office again or
shown on television. For just as
there are certain words that are dif
ficult to say in any context these
days (hijacking, bomb, terrorism),
there are certain movies that have a
whole new dimension now that na
tional disasters are no longer con
fined to Hollywood soil.

No film mirrors
the tragedy the
United States
is now facing
quite like
the movie
The Siege.

The latest addition to Thayer
Street’s impressive restaurant
repertoire is the new Kartabar. Like
Spike’s and Meeting Street Cafe before
its time, Kartabar has quickly become
a favorite. Mention Thayer Street, and
you’ll probably be asked “Have you
been to the K-bar yet?”
In terms of competitors, Kartabar
could be rated among Paragon and
Adesso’s for a price range varying from
$5-$15 for a sandwich or entree. In
terms of atmosphere, Katabar’s opulent
decor is very much in line with the
restaurant’s desired “hip” image. The
restaurant succeeds with an eclectic
mix of various styles and pieces that
are unusual for a restaurant, including
pillows, printed bar stools, black
studded chairs, enormous paper
lanterns, and a central accordion
shaped column.
The focal point of the restaurant is
a main corridor formed by a wellstocked black bar and a parallel
countertop. Seating varies from half
booths and couches to small tables that
are set in the open front of the
restaurant. The small tables and larger
half-booths are set against a backdrop
of black candleholders and large
mirrors. These elements combine to
form an appealing atmosphere, which,
unfortunately, is occasionally marred
by irritating music.
The eclecticism and hipster image
of the decor is mirrored in the menu’s
wide offerings of various appetizers,
salads, burgers, sandwiches, pizzas,
and entrees. The menu items vary
between traditional restaurant offerings
and certain creative dishes unique to
the Kartabar, having a characteristic
Mediterranean or Italian inspiration.
An unusual selection is the
Barcelona shrimp appetizer—Jumbo
shrimp in a spicy garlic and sherry
sauce with peppers and chourico, a type
of sausage. The incredible sauce is a
perfect flavoring for shrimp, a food that
is often under-spiced and bland.

However, the gritty texture of the
chourico, set against the firmness of the
shrimp, makes for a bizarre
combination.
The chicken meshwi, skewered
grilled chicken served with a peppery
pomegranate and honey sauce on a
decorative bed of greens, is presented
beautifully. The sauce is delicious and
subtle and a sweet complement to the
grilled taste. However, depending on
individual tastes, the sauce might be
considered understated to the point
where it just barely enhances the
chicken flavor.
Also among the entrees is a Sicilian
wood-fired pizza featuring a wide
variety of Italian cheeses, garlic, and
oregano. The perfectly-blended
cheeses are served atop a very thin and
almost chewy dough with a nice hard
crust.
The bistecca ai fromaggi is an
atypical twist on a steak sandwich
served on a delicious and crusty toasted
roll with fresh mozzarella, roasted
peppers, and fresh basil. The meat is
quite tender and the flavors combine in
an unusual, yet delicious way. Oddly
enough, the star of any of Kartabar’s
sandwiches is the accompanying side
of crispy and well-seasoned fries.
An Atlantic salmon topped with
pistachio basil butter is perfectly grilled
and tender, although it tastes a bit more
“fishy” than usual. Served with red
mashed potatoes and salad greens in a
light vinaigrette, the entree is satisfying
without falling heavily on the stomach.
Dessert at Kartabar is a special treat,
with a delicious chocolate souffle that
has a thick and rich creamy chocolate
center. The tiramisu is also excellent,
and especially notable for its light
marscapone filling.
A disappointing note is a lack of
service, which leads to a disrupted
dinner flow full of long waits.
In every other respect, the Kartabar
is great. Full of people, a gorgeous
atmosphere, and adventurous dishes,
the Kartabar is among one of the best
places to eat on Thayer.
Grade: A-

Check it Out
What’s new at Phillips Memorial Library
Reagan, in his own Hand: The Writings of Ronald Reagan that Reveal his
Revolutionary Vision for America
Birthday by Alan Sillitoe

The Oversight by Will Eaves

Writings on an Ethical Life by Peter Singer
Carry me Across the Water: A Novel by Ethan Canin
Andrew Wyeth: Close Friends

Old masters: Great Artists in Old Age by Thomas Dormandy
Editors: The Best From Five Decades Edited by Saul Bellow and Keith
Botsford

Nickel and dimed: On (Not) Getting by in America by Barbara Ehrenreich
Schools, vouchers, and the American Public by Terry M. Moe

Making Peace: A First-Hand Account of the Arab-Israeli Peace Process
by Eytan Bentsur
The Map that Changed the World: William Smith and the Birth of Modern
Geology by Simon Winchester

The Rainbow Bridge: Rainbows in Art, Myth, and Science by Raymond
L. Lee, Jr. and Alistair B. Fraser
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MovjBTimes
StaiWs^/21
The Glass House: 1:00, 4:00, 6:50, 9:35, 12:00; Sun-Thurs: no

Avon Cinema

12:00 show

260 Thayer St. Providence, RI 421-0020

Two Can Play That Game: 1:25, 4:05, 6:35, 9:00, 11:25; SunShowcase Seekonk, Route 6
Route 6, Seekonk, Mass., (508) 336-6789

The Musketeer: 12:45, 1:15, 3:40, 4:10, 7:00, 7:25, 9:30, 10:00,
11:50, 12:15; Sun-Thurs: no 11:50, 12:15 shows

American Pie 2: 1:10,4:20,7:15,9:55,12:10; Sun-Thurs: no 12:10
show

Atlantis: The Lost Empire: 12:30, 2:40
Captain Corelli’s Mandolin: 4:45, 7:30, 10:10
O: 12:35,2:50,5:00,7:20,9:35, 11:45; Sun-Thurs: no 11:45 show
The Glass House: 1:20, 4:00, 6:50, 9:45, 12:05; Sun-Thurs: no
12:05 show
Rock Star: 1:00, 1:30,3:45,4:15,7:10,9:40, 10:05, 11:55, 12:15;
Sun-Thurs: 1:00, 1:30,3:45,4:15,7:10,7:35,9:40, 10:05; Tues: no
7:10 show
The Score: 12:50, 3:50, 6:40, 9:25, 12:00; Sun-Thurs: no 12:00
show
The Curse of the Jade Scorpion: 1:05, 3:30, 6:45, 9:20, 11:30;
Sun-Thurs: no 11:30 show

Providence Place
Francis Street, Providence, 270-4646
Hardball: 1:40,4:15,7:30,9:50,12:05; Sun-Thurs: no 12:05 show

Thurs: no 11:25 show
The Musketeer: 1:10,3:45,6:40,9:10; 11:35; Sun-Thurs: no 11:35
show
Rock Star: 12:45,3:30,9:25,11:50; Sun-Thurs: 12:45,3:30,7:00,
9:25
Jeepers Creepers: 12:30, 3:55, 6:55, 9:45, 11:45; Sun-Thurs: no
11:45 show
O: 1:35,3:50,7:35, 10:10
Summer Catch: 1:05,4:30,7:20,9:40,12:00; Sun-Thurs: no 12:00
show
Jay and Silent Bob Strike Back: 1:15, 4:20, 7:10, 9:55, 12:05;
Sun-Thurs: no 12:05 show
Rat Race: 12:55, 3:35, 6:20, 9:05, 11:30; Sun-Thurs: no 11:30
show
American Pie 2: 12:50, 4:10, 7:05, 10:05
The Others: 12:40, 3:20, 6:25, 9:20, 11:55; Sun-Thurs: no 11:55
show
Rush Hour 2: 1:20,4:40,7:25, 10:00,11:50; Sun-Thurs: no 11:50
show
The Score: 1'2:20, 3:25, 6:15, 8:55, 11:40; Sun-Thurs: no 11:40
show
Planet of the Apes: 12:25,3:15,6:30,9:15, 11:45; Sun-Thurs: no
11:45 show
The Princess Diaries: 12:35,3:40,6:45,9:30, 11:55; Sun-Thjurs:
no 11:55 show
-compiled by Dave Quinn ’04
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character and discipline, not to mention muscles. In this class, you’ll learn that

"failure’s not an option.” You'll also learn how to think on your .feet and be a good

leader and decision maker. Talk to your Army ROTC advisor to find out more. And
get ready to sweat a little.

For more information call Captain
Ellis Hopkins at 865-2025.
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Against and through
the dimmed oval [fertile]
window,
dripping clover beds drape my
Thursday.
Separating life in cautious
fashion,
spitting lace and trial.
Leave me engaged to a useless
tone of law.

I kiss the August anyway
II

Searching the middle of the
day,
pasting loose comments to a
page,
like a water-glass cat sipping
reflections
off the afternoon.
Swift between the
temperatures,
patchwork shadows,
spilling to the wind
[Through August measure]
III

A patio raw with congestion,
ebbs into memory,
where burnt edges of wheat
bread
would drop and scatter
Tarnishing August skin.

ROGER SPENCER/ www.wonderfulwv.com

Courage is Overrated
by

Kaitlin Fluet ’03

Features Staff

Courage is overrated. With that said,
I am not embarrassed to admit that I have
encountered more sources of
apprehension in the first two weeks of
this academic year than I have ever found
before. For your reading pleasure, I have
compiled a list of such fear-related topics
so that you may take comfort in my
distress...
The first item on my list of things to
fear is my toilet. For those of you who
live in quad apartments, I am sure you
can relate. I feel like I have been
sentenced to a time-out on each occasion
I take a bathroom break. Sitting in there
is like being sentenced to solitary
confinement. The echoes of flushes past
haunt the room in anticipation of flushes
to come. I cannot decide which is worse,
however, the eerily hushed atmosphere
of the room or the intensity of the toilet’s
roar. My only advice to keepers of these
bathrooms is to be prepared. It spits and
it snarls, and I have no doubt that if I
stick around long enough, it may one day
attempt to swallow me whole. And the
best part is, I am expected to clean it.
Second only to the toilet anxiety is
the thought of what lurks behind my

My only advice to keepers of these
bathrooms is to be prepared. It
spits and it snarls, and I have no
doubt that if I stick around long
enough, it may one day attempt to
swallow me whole.
refrigerator. I have only once glimpsed
the nightmare that continues to disturb
my sleep. At last sighting, the space
between my refrigerator and the wall
housed three ice cube trays, a salt shaker
from the early seventies, a belt and a
disgruntled-looking candle. Yes, I am
very much aware that these items
constitute a fire hazard, but I fear more
for my health than I do the possibility of
a fire. If anyone feels the need to
alleviate this potential hazard, please feel
free to stop by. I refuse to risk my sanity
in order to obey the rules, but I have no
problem sacrificing the life of another.
The ninth circle of hell is also
something I find to be fairly alarming.
Perhaps even more alarming than the
circle itself is the fact that it can be found

on the Providence College campus. As
if having to study in the library is not
horrifying enough, the appropriately
titled “pit” located in the center of the
library is nowhere near inviting. Though
it lacks the monster of Dante’s circle
(apparently the pit was too depressing
for it, so it relocated to my bathroom),
the concrete slabs are nothing short of
terrifying. Beware, they are as
uncomfortable as they look. You might
as well allow your body to be chewed
by a three-headed demon for all of
eternity.
Do not, under any
circumstance, attempt to conquer the pit.
You will not win. Luckily, this source
of apprehension can be easily avoided.
Shaw’s has also become a source of
anxiety during these past couple of

weeks. The store itself is fairly benign
until I get behind a shopping cart. That
is when I realize I am becoming my
mother. I even bargain shop, and for
your information, the generic brand is
always better. The only exception to this
rule is salsa. Trust me. It was easier to
avoid the startling epiphany that I had
adopted some of my mother’s
characteristics last year. I remember the
days when I shopped for no more than
ten items at a time and could hide behind
a handbasket. But now, with a full size
cart in tow, I know I am being bumrushed by the real world. I am no longer
one of the small children knocked out of
the way by the big carts. Instead, I have
joined the elite society of people who
actually use them.
Having all these different fears
actually works to my advantage. I can
use my fear of the pit as an excuse not to
study. I am afraid of the toilet, so I
cannot eat, which works because grocery
shopping scares me. If I refuse to buy
food, I have no use for th*e refrigerator.
If I do not use the refrigerator then I do
not have to clean it, so that eliminates
any possibility of my ever seeing those
vagrant ice cube trays again. Who says
being afraid of everything is bad? I have
always said I needed to get more sleep,
and right now it seems to be the only
thing I have left to do.
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Dark Pleasures
by

Neisha McGuckin ’03

Asst. Features Editor

God Bless
Everyone
by Jessica Albetski

’04

Features Staff

Walking down the hallway, I
only hear the voice of Peter Jennings. I
peer into rooms; televisions are turned
on to the news at 9, 10, and 11 o’clock
in the morning. People sitting together,
watching as devastating images of terror
pour into their lives, forever changing
the person they once were. I turn and
see, in one room once full of happiness
and joy, a girl hugging her roommate,
crying on her shoulders while one of her
shaking hands grips the phone. What
news did she just receive? Is she one of
the thousands of children and adults
learning of a parent’s, a relative’s, or a
friend’s death? Or was she just crying
because she did not know what else to
do.
I, like the rest of the country,
awoke on September lllh and prepared
for a normal day. Via IM, my friend
asked if I heard what happened in New
York City and Washington, D.C. Just
waking up, I had no idea what she was
talking about. Turning on the TV and
hearing the news, I stared in disbelief.
By that time, my roommate walked in
and we sat and watched for an hour
before we had Civ. Walking to class that
day I was aware of a prevalent silence
during a transition period that is usually
bustling with noise. I observed people’s
reactions and informed those who didn’t
know, watching their happy faces fade
quickly. People looked lost, wandering
around aimlessly, going through their
routine physically while their mind
repeats images of people running from
disaster.
The images of smoke filling the
streets, sneaking around buildings, and
turning comers replayed on televisions
screens. People ran away from the clouds
of dust that planned on swallowing them.
People were jumping out of the Twin
towers, making the choice of burning to
their death or falling to the ground in
hopes of saving themselves. Disasters
this horrific don’t occur in real life, I kept
repeating; they are just rolling movie
footage, I’m just watching Armageddon.
Buildings don’t collapse because people
bombed them. People on those planes
didn’t really dive to their deaths; the
hijackers let the innocent go free. In a
perfect world this never would have

happened, and unfortunately I was once
fooled into believing this world was one.
In Ray, at 12:30, prime
lunchtime, the line cascades out the door
and past the flowerbeds. Lunch on 9-11
at 12:30 the line barely went past the
registers. All the televisions were set to
CNN; people diverted from their
conversations and watched the news.
Voices talking all around: What
happened? Who did this? How many
died? What is wrong with the world?
Are we going to war? Still, these
questions remain unanswered.
As I write this, I sit in Slavin,
tearing my eyes off the TV long enough
to scribble a few sentences. I just can’t
stop watching the repeated images,
hearing the heartbreaking stories, feeling
a pain I’ve never had before, a fear of
what will happen to our country and our
world. I’m scared. I hoped I would
never see a war in my lifetime, but now
it seems imminent. Our parents,
grandparents, and great-grandparents,
those who are still with us, lived through
two World Wars, and they prevailed.
They have their stories to tell. In thirty
years, we will remember this. We will
tell our children and our grandchildren
of where we were when terrorists
attacked the World Trade Center; just as
our parents can remember the moment
they heard JFK was assassinated. We
are watching history in the making, but
I’d rather not.
Unfortunately, here we are, in
the middle of death and destruction,
praying and keeping vigils for the many
souls lost, the thousands of family
members and friends grieving for their
loved ones, and here we are waiting for
the outcome of such a dastardly and
inhumane action, and perhaps when this
is published, we will know more than
we do now to trust our President’s
decision that will change the rest of our
lives, again
Until then, remember life is
precious and though safety is not
guaranteed, do not walk in fear, do not
let this situation hinder your living. Tell
your family and friends you love them
now. Some of the people who died in
this tragedy did not have that chance,
while their lives were stolen from them.
Say a prayer, count your blessings, and
God bless everyone.

Flip lay on the bed while ultraviolet
light suffused his bald scalp. His bronze
skin gleamed with sweat as he lazily
looked around the room. It was quarter
to five in the afternoon. Tanga-Ray
Tanning Palace was enjoying the rush of
business that January brought along with
pale skin. Flip surveyed the objects in
the room. A pile of white towels sat on
a folding chair, next to a mat on the
ground beneath the tanning bed. As he
let out a sigh, his eyes fixed on a jar on a
nearby table. Through the glass
container he spied a bundle of Tootsie
Rolls.
“How random,” Flip thought to
himself. “Tootsie Rolls, in a tanning
salon room?”
After a few minutes the timer next
to him clicked and the purple light that
had filled the room fled. Removing his
tiny yellow goggles, Flip walked over
to the jar and opened it. Hesitantly, he
removed a Tootsie Roll. As he
unwrapped it, he noticed that the wrapper
did not stick to the chocolate.
“Fresh,” he whispered in amazement.
He placed the candy in his mouth, and
saliva flooded his mouth as he chewed
away at it.
The next week, Flip returned to
Tanga-Ray at his scheduled time. At first
he didn’t remember his previous
discovery. He strutted into a different
room of the parlor, he saw a candy jar
on a shelf next to the door. It was filled
to the brim with Tootsie Rolls. Ever
since he had joined ROTC two years
before at the local junior college, he
made a pact with his best friend Jon to
eat a healthy diet. Two vegetables a day,
no pizza, no soda, no ice cream. No
candy. While he lay tanning, Flip’s
brown eyes fastened on the jar. His
mouth watered. Chocolate, albeit dry,
chewy chocolate. I caved last week, he
thought, but I’m a'man. Fortitude,
Determination, Discipline—these
virtues were etched in his brain. He
looked away. He looked back. After ten
minutes, the purple light dimmed. Flip
got up to leave. As he headed to the door,
he stopped at the candy jar. His hand
shook as he opened the lid. Once inside,
it grasped blindly for the waxy wrinkled
paper ends. But this time he grabbed
not one, not two, not even three chewy

chocolate candies. Once outside in the
parking lot, he tallied his cache. He had
seized fifteen Tootsie Rolls.
Once he was back in his apartment.
Flip lay on his bed and feasted on his
contraband, one by one. Some he
chewed quickly and harshly, others he
let melt away on his tongue, his saliva
overcome with powdery chocolate. Flip
pondered why there was only one type
of candy in the tanning parlor. Did they
survey people as they lay in the tanning
bed, wondering what they might crave
after eight minutes under ultraviolet
light? Did its bronzed color appeal to
salon patrons, aspiring to be dark and
lithe like these miniature candies? He
never came up with an adequate answer.
Each week, as his skin darkened. Flip
stole more and more Tootsie Rolls from
the jar at Tanga Ray. Jon had yet to catch
on—Flip kept the wrappers in a trash bag
locked in the glove compartment of his
car. He stopped at the supermarket,
buying bunches of bananas and apples
in bulk to keep up a facade of healthy
living. Once he returned to the tanning
salon, he emptied the bag into a dumpster
in the parking lot.
In February, Flip got sick with the flu.
Against Jon’s advice to “take it easy,”
Flip went for his weekly visit to Tanga
Ray. Once there, he entered one of the
rooms. He walked over to the candy jar
and emptied Tootsie Rolls onto the
tanning bed. Flip had never eaten the
candies at the salon. As he stepped out
of his trousers and put on his goggles,
he began to unwrap each candy and
popped them in his mouth. After he had
one or two, he lay down on the tanning
bed. As he began his usual ten-minute
session, he lay on his stomach and
chomped away.
Suddenly, the chocolate saliva bolus
stopped in his throat. He couldn’t
scream. He couldn’t breathe. He tried
to stand up but the dizziness that he’d
been feeling for days pushed him down
into stars and blackness.
A day later, the papers printed Flip’s
obituary. In an adjoining news story,
they quoted Sue, the manager of Tanga
Ray. After recording her statement about
the rescue, the reporter asked her why
Tootsie Rolls were the only food
available to her patrons.
Sue replied, “Well, they were the only
candy that wouldn’t melt."
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Civ Tips for the Masses
by

Pat Slattery ’03

Commentary Staff

The new school year is quickly upon
us and with it comes PC’s dirty secret
that we like to call Western Civilization.
I’m sure many freshmen filed into Moore
Hall having no idea what their lives
would be like five times a week for the
next two years. Some might have
envisioned giving a fellow student their
PC ID to swipe at the beginning of class
for attendance credit, or contemplated
whether ornot purchasing the expensive
Civ books was necessary.
As a grizzled veteran of the Civ
program here at PC who, like many, has
sold back Civ books to the bookstore for
the price of a dollar, I hope to shed a little
light on the situation. These tips are for
the freshmen, as well as the half-waythere sophomores who are now mature
enough to decide if they would like to
attend lectures everyday.
First, concerning the “I’ll swipe you

if you swipe me” policy, don’t give your
buddy eight ID cards to swipe. The sight
of the multiple swipings not only causes
a scene and amuses the fellow civers, but
may also anger the lecturer prompting a
sarcastic and embarassing crack directed
at the swiper. For the minority of daily
sophomore attendees scheduled for the
later of the two team lectures, don’t ask
a student of the earlier class how it was.
If you hear a negative comment
concerning the lecture (we’ll leave those
up to the imagination) chances are you
might turn yourself around, go back to
your dorm, and catch “Quantum Leap.”
For the Civ fans out there who feel
enriched by the story of Gilgamesh or
the teachings of John Locke and can’t
wait to show off their new found ball of
knowledge, show it off to your friend
from home rather than your roommate.
After translating to them about Professor
Whoever’s interpretation of Plato’s cave,
you realize that everyone takes civ and
has learned the same thing.

In addition to restricting your
discussion of DWC knowledge from
fellow Civers, you might learn a thing
or two from Alex Trebec. When you’re
watching a little Jeopardy with your
buddies, make sure you watch it with
those who don’t dominate Civ. It can get
frustrating if they get all the questions
while you sit on the couch and answer
like Sean Connery. A good idea might
be watching Jeopardy while on
Christmas break in front of your parents.
If you get one or two they might look at
you like a genius, and may think you
actually learned something besides how
many beers you can drink in an hour.
The idea of team selection is an
interesting one. Many have chosen a
team based on the fact that they thought
it was the easiest. The selection of a team
based on teachers being easy graders is
very very bad. Yes, you might succeed
in getting the team with the easiest
graders. What you forgot to include in
your decision, however, was how

enticing the teachers’ lecture could be.
You sacrificed interesting for easy and
now get caught sleeping every other
class. My advice, sit up in the far comer
by yourself so the lecturer can’t see you
snoozing and harping on your bad
selection.
The aim of the Western Civ student
should be to keep tabs on his or her class.
Sometimes you are going to get behind.
Sometimes you won’t want to go to class.
To some, Greek Mythology is not really
that interesting. The point, however, is
not to let it eat you up. If you take it piece
by piece than there is no chance that Civ
will swallow you whole. Some will
breeze by, and others (like me) will
struggle with it. However, we are all the
same when that day finally comes that
we can sit back with our “Done With
Civ” t-shirts on and live to tell about it.
And finally, feel honored if the tailless
squirrel joins us again this semester in
his habitat near Moore Hall.
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Communion
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by

Maria Monaco ’02

Features Staff

My life has turned into one big
question mark. I guess there’s the usual
I don’t know where my life is heading
feeling that’s attached to that statement,
but I mean something more than that. I
mean that everywhere that I turn a
question now pops up in my head. My
head is full of those little curve-covered
periods; they’re starting to pop out of my
ears. I don’t know if this is a good or
bad thing. To question everything that I
know and am puts me on shaky ground,
but to not question is to be and live a life
that is not genuine. To not question is to
become a period, and a period is
something that I never hope to be.
• Sometimes the questions in my head
are silly, or I think they would be
considered silly. For example, why is a
question mark shaped the way it is
shaped? Who decided on this?
Sometimes they are deep, and though
I’m sure they are not original, they leave
me pondering. For example, if we are
just a multitude of experiences, dreams,
and desires blending and bouncing off
of the experiences, dreams, desires of
others then why are we so quick to judge
these others who are a part of who we
are, aren’t we only judging ourselves?
How was that? I tried anyway.
Sometimes the questions seem
unanswerable. Sometimes I can see a
light at the end of the tunnel. Sometimes
there are so many variables involved that
I can’t tell either way.
I read somewhere this summer, I can’t
remember where, a quote by someone
that said something along the lines of—
all children enter the school system as
question marks but leave as periods. I
thought this was an interesting statement;
I think I remember it because I could
relate to it personally. I think not too
long ago I was on my way to becoming

a period. I had lost my curiosity: my
desire to question and know. I can’t
believe I had let that happen, but 1 know
that I’m not alone. There are periods
everywhere. The person sitting next to
you. The one standing before you. The
person standing in line with you. The
person you pass. Or maybe even you.
To be a period is to take things for
granted. To see no other way then the
one that has always been, and believing
that this is the way it always will be. To
be caught up in the systems that have
been created with or without your input
without any question. A person afraid
to change and afraid to grow. Afraid of
taking any risks because of the
unknowable outcomes that comes with
them. Unwilling to improve.
The very look of a period connotes
these characteristics. If you think of a
period it is an immovable black dot on a
white page. To change its shape is
impossible unless something is added.
Turn it around, and it’s still a period.
Turn it inside out and, yes that’s right,
it’s still a period. It’s a symbol of the
end of things.
A question mark on the other hand,
that curve added to that plain dot, adds
an instant sense of life and adventure.
It’s a curve you can’t see an end to. It’s
that curve that can lead you in
unknowable but exciting directions. It’s
a raising of the voice to an end that is no
end at all. One question leads to another
in a chain of never-ending questioning.
It leads to a new awareness of yourself
and the world around you. It can lead to
new beginnings.
I want to become and remain a
question mark for the rest of my life. I
hope to never believe that I know
everything there is to know, and always
look for ways to make better what
already is. I want to look at the world
around me always with new eyes

Sara Schepis ’04

Hair Designers
Presents...
Personalized
Creations
for your individual style!!
Call for your P.C. discount of the month.

Reminder
by

Matt Daly ’02

Features Staff

Features Staff

Body and Blood - Christ undivided
Though bread be broken and wine
apportioned
In the glorious transubstantiation.
The glory of this gift unrivaled

She looked at me
and I saw the understanding
It had been a long six months
but pain was still present
1 know I didn’t cause this
although I served now only as
a reminder
the problem now fixed
I was seen in a new light
She had gotten her way
returned things back to normal
taken my advice
on how to talk to him
and make him understand
how important he was
he had responded
and things fell back
into place
For six months I listened
watched an endless supply
of tears and emotion
that he had caused
always reassuring
I asked her to tell me
open up and let me know
exactly what she was going through
so that I could help her
and I did...
But now the closeness
is costly
as my friendship took a new level
so did the danger
the problem is gone
and 1 function now
only as a symbol of the pain
the breakdown
the observer of raw emotions
I am no longer needed
If the price of happiness
demands loss
then I don’t regret my actions
I’ll fade away
let her live her happy life
and expect nothing back
this unspoken trust
is rewarded
now that she has found
her new reasons
to live.

What is it to say:
Vast as worlds
High as heavens
Deep as the sum of seas?
He is yet more!
What is it to say:
As bright as fire
Pure as light
More powerful than all the kings
And storms of earth?
He is yet more!
What is it to say:
More peace-bringer than serenest days
More mystery than stars too faint for
sight, tomorrow’s hours
Dearer than hearts of kin and faithful
friends?
He is yet more!
No word of earth or yet
On angel tongues encompasses
The awesome blessing.
Could angels envy they would envy man
This good, this great, ineffable delight!
What flame could bum the dullness from
my sight?
Why faint we not to but our Lord behold
Though yet behind the Eucharistic veil?
Come verse, come song, come all things
to my aid
To praise our God, ,
The Ever Love, the Never Fathomed!
Beat down our cruel-sad darksome ice
indifference!
Shall I attempt to put description forth
When but the words of Corpus Christi
shall outshine them all?
I’ll offer what verse I may
Since greater fail my pen
Words ring like bells forever:
“The Body of Christ - Amen”

First Weekend
Back
by

Leslie Heller ’02

Features Staff

OnStage
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Every fall, I feel as though the
school year doesn’t truly begin until the
end of the first weekend. After that awk
ward first week of classes, when every
one is still sneaking peaks at their sched
ule to figure out where the heck they
need to be, one feels the need to just kick
back and relax. On Friday afternoon, I
was looking forward to a nice, long
weekend.
Looking unusually like a large pack
of freshmen, a group of my friends and I
made our way to Hendricken Field. We
were looking forward to one of the first
nights that week when we wouldn’t have
to cook our own meals. After we were
happily fed and had socialized for a
while, one of my friends decided to head

home. She felt safe to walk by herself,
as the sun had not yet gone down.
She passed through the most heavily
trafficked area on campus: the quad. She
picked up her pace a little when she heard
some noise behind her. Shortly after, she
was being followed by a small group of
young men. Frightened but focused, she
began to run. She was now being chased.
She ran past several dorms and sprinted
back towards Slavin Center. She
wouldn’t stop running until she reached
the safety of the crowded field.
This is not fiction. Although re
ported, this incident will probably never
be settled. It can and has happened to
many of those around us, whether you
come to recognize that or not. Although
my friend made it back to safety, she
should have made it home safely in the
first place.

THEY’RE ALL GONNA LAUGH AT YOU.

Humor Writers
Needed for Features
Section of The Cowl.
Come to the Cowl
Office and fill out an
application in Room
104A, Lower Slavin.

Roving Photographers
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Name one thing in your dorm room that you cannot live
without.

“Popcorn...and the new rug!!!”
Crissy Genovo ’04 Katie Vivolo ’04

“Freshman girls.”
Jon Sacramone ’04

“My Mandy Moore wallpaper.”
Scott Sheridan ’05

Roommates.”
Mellissa Laganelli ’03

“Our George Foreman grill (don’t worry Res Life, we only
use it in the bathroom).”
Paige Donehowere ’05 Jessica Caratozzolo ’05
Christina Ferrante ’05 Lauren Leahy ’05

Matt Perkins ’05
“My‘Ragu Express.”
Kaitlin Ford ’05

“My black mini skirt. ”

Lucy
“Microwaveable beef-a-roni. ”

Ethel
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Did you Study Abroad last year?

We want your pictures!
bring in all those great pics from your year or semester
Broad to Veritas to appear in the 2001-2002 yearbook.
Wop off all pictures in the Veritas office (Slavin 102).
f^ake sure your name is on the back as well/as ypur(
home address and the country you vidted.
Please drop them off by October 5th
Any questions? Call x2428
______________
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RD Annual
^Security Fair
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Doors open at 8:00 p.m
and close at 9:00 p.m.

Mounted Police and K-9 Dog Show
by Providence Police at 12:00 p.m.

so get there EARLY.

October 5th 9:00 A.M. - 3:00 p.m.
In Slavin, ’64 Hall

Tickets are $5.00 in advance
and $8.00 at the door.
..............."............... —...... ...............—

..... ........................ .. ,
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President’s Barbecue
Join College President

Rev. Philip A Smith, O.l!
for the Annual President’s Barbecue.
Meet and talk with Father Smith and enjoy great food.
Wednesday, September 26 from 5:30 - 6:30 P.M.

On the President’s Lawn

Join the

Pool
League
y, September 19th

e front desk in Stuart’s
*
Winners will receive
Space is limited, so sign up soon!
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The PC Scoreboard
Athletes of the Week
Due to last week’s tragic events, all Providence College athletic
contests from September 11-16 were cancelled or postponed.
Therefore, there are no Athletes of the Week for this issue.
NCAA Division 1 Cross Country
Men’s Preseason Rankings
conducted by the
U.S. Cross Country Coaches Assoc.

Rank Team
Points
Colorado (13)
397
1
Stanford (3)
2
379
342
3
Arkansas
4
PROVIDENCE
334
327
5
Notre Dame
Wisconsin
6
315
Villanova
289
7
Northern Arizona
253
8
237
9-tie
Arizona
Georgetown
237
9-tie
North Carolina State
216
11
12
William & Mary
200
Oregon
194
13
14
Iona College
148
15
BYU
145
16
Indiana
138
17
Portland
128
18
Weber State
115
Michigan
19
107
20
Minnesota
100
Arizona State
94
21
92
22
Alabama
68
Wake Forest
23
59
24
Air Force
25
Oklahoma State
56

This Week’s Schedule
Fri

Team

Su\

Sat

Wed

Tues

Mon

Thurs

Cross
Country
Men’s
Soccer

@ New
Hampshire
3:30 PM

@ Syracuse
12:00 PM

Women’s
Soccer

vs. Boston
College
4:00 PM

@ New
Hampshire
4:00 PM
Women vs.
Central Conn.
3:00 PM

Tennis

Women @
Eastern Invitational
(West Point, NY)

Golf

@ West Point Invitational

vs. Pittsburgh
2:00 PM

Volleyball

Field
Hockey

@ Radford
4:00 PM

vs. West
Virginia
2:00 PM

@ Central
Connecticut
7:00 PM

@ Davidson
2:00 PM

vs. Boston
College
3:30 PM

This week in Fri^r Home Athletics
Thur. 9/20 Womens Tennis vs, Hartford, 3:00 p.m.

FinishLynx/NCAA Division 1
Women’s Cross Country
Preseason Rankings

Rank Team
Points
1.
Colorado (9)
298
2.
Boston College (3)
278
273
3.
Stanford
269
4.
Brigham Young
5.
Wisconsin
251
230
6.
North Carolina
218
Yale
7.
213
Arizona
8.
192
North Carolina State
9.
189
Arizona State
10.
185
Georgetown
11.
182
Arkansas
12.
154
PROVIDENCE
13.
133
14.
Missouri
111
• Marquette
15.
104
Colorado State
16.
100
Texas A&M
17.
81
18.
Minnesota
77
Washington
19.
Weber State
69
20.
62
21.
Wake Forest
50
Villanova
22.
Columbia
45
23.
44
24.
Michigan
26
25.
Duke

Fri. 9/21 Women’s Soccer vs. Boston College, 4:00 p.m., Glay Held

Sat 9/22 Volleyball vs. Pittsburgh, 2:00 p.m., Alumni Hall
Sum 9/23 Volleyball vs. West Virgina, 2:00 p.m., Alumni Hall

Tues. 9/25 Women’s Tennis vs. Central CT 3:00 p.m.
d , 9/26 Field Hockey vs, Boston College, 3:30 p.m., Hendridken Field

The Madness is coming,,,.Three weeks and counting!

Big East Field Hockey
Overall Standings

Big East Women’s Soccer
Overall Standings

Northeast
Miami
Providence
Syracuse
Virginia Tech
UConn
BC
St. John’s

W
5
3
3
2
3
1
1

L
0
1
1
1
2
2
3

I
0
0
0
1
0
0
0

Mid-Atlantic
Notre Dame
Villanova
Georgetown
West Virginia
Rutgers
Pittsburgh
Seton Hall

Want to rant about The Cowl Sports Section?

W
3
3
4
3
3
2
2

L
0
0
1
1
2
2
2

T
1
1
0
0
0
0
0

Team
Providence
BC
UConn
Syracuse
Villanova
Rutgers

W
4
3
2
2
2
1

L
1
2
2
2
2
2

E-mail CowlSports@aol.com

T
0
0
0
0
0
0

Pct.
.800
.600
.500
.500’
.500
.333
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Moran slams door on Crusaders

JOHN ENGLISHMEN '03/The Cowl

Junior Courtney Dow leads all Friars scorers with 10 points.
by

Meaghan Donah ’03

Sports Staff

After an unexpected break due to the
national tragedy, the Providence College
Women’s Field Hockey team resumed
play on Tuesday, September 18. The
game against Holy Cross took place on
Hendricken Field and was moved back
to 5:00 PM because of a campus-wide
prayer service in honor of the nation’s
victims.
With red, white, and blue ribbons
adorned in their hair, the ladies took the
field to face off against the undefeated
Crusaders. Junior midfielder Lyndsey
Brooks netted the game’s only goal,
upsetting Holy Cross and raising the
Friars to an impressive 4-1.
After an energetic pre-game warm
up, PC gained first possession of the ball
and executed quick stick to stick passes,

which have recently brought them
success. However, after the kick-off, the
Friars’ performance faded and they were
not playing up to their usual standards.
There were several out-of-bounds
plays and a lot of passing on behalf of
both teams. The first half brought PC a
few close calls. However, the Friar’s
defense, led by Senior Captains Kara
Lukens and Katie Willett, and Junior
Katie Kelly, would not collapse.
On the opposite end, PC saw many
offensive opportunities with the tireless
effort of juniors Jennifer Chin and
Courtney Dow, and freshman Amy
Phillips. PC’s forwards were backed up
by the valiant endeavors of sophomore
midfielder Stefanie Suehnholz, who ran
on and off the ball and with success. No
attack, though, was quite strong enough.
After a scoreless first half, the game’s
pace did not alter.

“In the second half our basic skills of
hitting and trapping were not up to par.
They out-hustled us to the ball. I’d say
the first eight minutes of the second half
were poor,” remarked Davidson.
Brooks broke the stalemate with 4:38
left in regulation play. Brooks scored
her first goal of the season when she
received a pass between the midfield and
the 25-yard mark and took the game
deciding shot.
“I normally try to get the ball to one
of the forwards, but I was in the right
place at the right time,” commented
Brooks.
“We went back and forth and we were
fortunate to put a goal in although we
didn’t play as well as we are capable of,”
added Davidson.
When asked how the team is
preparing for the upcoming Big East
schedule, Davidson replied, “We play
game to game. We are learning how to
win and that is something that we need
to learn in order to compete with teams
like UConn, Boston College, and
Rutgers.”
PC’s 1-0 victory that shattered Holy
Cross’s perfect record improved the
Friar’s winning streak to three. Despite
PC’s level of play, the Friars out-shot
Holy Cross 20-11 and held the advantage
on penalty comers, 9-8.
Goaltender Meaghan Moran made a
season high seven saves and closed in
on her third straight shutout of the
season. In addition to her Big East
Defensive Player of the Week honors,
Moran was honored as Goal tender of the
Week by the ECAC on September 11.
Moran currently leads the Big East in
shutouts with three. She is third in the
conference with a 1.55 goals against
average through four games. Moran
explains her success as humbling and as
a confidence builder.
“I visualize the things that I need to

do. I pray before each game. It relaxes
me and gets me focused,” said Moran of
her pregame mental preparations.
The Friars look to continue their
streak as they travel to North Carolina
to take on Radford on Friday, September
21 and Davidson on Sunday, September
23. Upon their return, the team will host
Boston College to open Big East
conference competition at Hendricken
Field on Wednesday, September 26 at
3:30 PM.

Promote Trips at
Providence College
Earn Cash and Go Free

Call for details!

Information and reservations

1-800-648-4849
www.ststravel.com

COLLEGE SPECIAL

Large Cheese Pizza
Cannot be combined with any other offer and/or coupon.
Some restrictions apply. Valid at participating locations only.

274-3282
35 Smithfield Rd.
N. Providence
Shaw's Plaza
Owned & operated by PC A lumni • Class of ‘87 & (89
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Rome comes up big in China
-Continued from back pageAugustin was by far the
standout on the team as he
averaged 22.2 points per game
and guided the Canadian team
to a 5-2 record, good for sixth
place overall.
Augustin’s most memorable
part of the trip came when his
team squared off against host
country China in front of a jampacked arena, whom the
Canadian team faced in the
quarterfinals after they defeated
Nigeria, Japan and Ukraine to
advance. Despite a 34-point
performance from Augustin, the
team fell, 79-73.
“When I was playing against
China, it was an amazing
feeling. The place was packed
to watch the game, and I
actually played well that game,”
said Augustin. “After that, kids
were runinng up to me, having
me sign their shirt or anything

they could find, and it felt really
nice. The Chinese people paid
me a lot of respect and they
showed me a lot of love.”
Augustin tells of how his
time in China - and namely the
University Games Village - was
an unbelievable experience. He
even ran into fellow Friar Chris
Anrin, who was also in China
playing for his home country of
Sweden.
“The atmospohere was
great,” recalled Augustin.
“Different people from all over
the world, different countries,
playing different sports, all
different types of events going
on. Tou find yourself on a day
off going around supporting
someone else - going to watch
a friend you just met whatever, see them run track,
play water polo, pretty much
anything you could think of. It
was great.”
After the World University

TOM MAGUIRE

Games, Augustin was selected
from his team to play on the
Canadian Goodwill Games
team in Australia, against pros
from all over the world. The
team was made up of half of the
World University student team,
and half of a Senior Men’s team
that had just returned from
Argentina, where they had
captured the bronze medal and
a birth at the 2002 World
Championships at the Tourn
ament of the Americas, to be
held in August, 2002 in
Indianapolis, Indiana.
It was in Australia that
Augustin was introduced to a
new style of basketball, one that
was more aggressive and
physical. In addition, the key
box was extended from the foul
line to make a trapezoid instead
of the usual rectangle, and the
three-point line was also
extended back extended.
“After playing over there,
everything is just totally
different,” said Augustin.
“Guys on defense basically just
push you around. You play
against guys that are so much
stronger that when you come
back here, its totally different.
You see guys literally pushing
you out of the way, and you look
flag from the summer, which
at the ref and ask for a foul.
was signed by the entire
They just shake their head and
National team. The flag hangs
laugh, ‘It’s not a foul over here.’
proudly in his dorm room and,
You’re playing against grown
' once he has time to fix up his
men.”
room, will definitely hang in a
The Canadian Goodwill
place of honor. Friar fans
Games team, with few practices
everywhere hope that this
under their belt, had a rough
start, and didn’t gel until later summer’s experience translates
in the Games. They did, into much success for the man
known to everyone simply as
however, finish up 2-3, and took
home fifth-place honors overall. “Rome.”
“The national coach liked
Augustin will remember not
me,
and he told me to use this
only the games, but also the
experience
for the coming year
experience of competing and
here
at
college,
and for the
getting to know some of the
World Championships next year
finest athletes in the world.
in Indianapolis,” Augustin said.
“I remember just standing
there, surrounded by these “It was a great experience to
world-class athletes who I play against the world.”
An interesting endnote is that
always see on TV, and I just
Augustin was an eyewitness to
looked to my right and my left
and we were just all there the tragedy in New York from
together. That was cool,” he miles above last Tuesday. After
a long layover in the Montreal
said.
Aside from the memories, airport, he boarded his flight for
Newark at approximately 7:45
Augustin also has a Canadian
a.m., his plan to board a

TOM MAGUIRE

connecting flight to Providence
soon after.
As his plane began its decent
to land in Newark, he could see
New York City out of his
window on the right side of the
plane, and looked on in wonder
as smoke poured out of one of
the two World Trade Center
towers. He then watched in
disbelief as he saw a second
plane crash into the second
tower before his very eyes, the
explosion overshadowing the
entire city of New York. He
could only imagine the terror
that was taking place on the land
below.
Augustin summarized his
shock after he landed. “When I
saw it, I had no idea what it was.
But when I got to the airport and
restaurant and everything was
jammed up, and I saw it on TV,
I was like, ‘wow.’ I couldn’t
believe that I had actually seen
that live. It was crazy.”

CLASSI FIEDS
OPPORTUNITY
Scooters, mopeds, mini
cycles; no cycle license
required, electric start,
automatic transmission, over
100 miles per gallon. Great
selection of colors & style
such as sportbike, traditional,
retro, modern, on/off road &
2-seater models with ample
space to store books, go
shopping, etc. Student
discounts until 9/29/01. Free
Delivery. Claude’s Cycles
Foxborough 800-397-2929

SPRING BREAK

Help Wanted!! Spring Break Reps!! “It’s a
NO BRAINER” 15 Sales=2 Free Trips or 30
sales=3 Free Trips. The Hottest DestnationsJamaica, Cancun, Florida, Barbados,
Acapulco, Padre & More. Sign up now @
www.sunsDlashtours.com or 1-800-426-7710.

Spring Break Vacations! Cancun, Jamaica,
Bahamas & Florida. Book Early & get free
meal plan. Earn cash & Go Free! Now
hiring Campus Reps. 1-800-234-7007
endlesssummertours .com

'\

SPRING13REAK o / -

SPRING BREAK PARTY! Indulge in
FREE Travel, Drinks, Food, and
Parties with the Best DJ’s and
celebrities in Cancun, Jamaica,
Mazatlan, and the Bahamas. Go to
StudentCity.com, call 1-800-293-1443
or e-mail sales@studentcitv.com to find
out more.

GO DOWN ON US! Become a campus rep.
Earn free trips and cash. Choose from 8
destinations. USASPRINGBREAK.COM.
1-877-760-6077.
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No goal
by

Chris Dankberg ’03

Sports Staff

Still without a goal this
season, the Providence College
Men’s Soccer team is going to
have to find a solution to the
most fundamental element of a
very simple game.
The team fell last night 3-0
at Dartmouth, and their overall
record currently stands at 0-4,
0-1 in the Big East Conference.
Head Coach Chaka Daley
clearly does not want to make
excuses for his young team.
“We were a better team than
Dartmouth. Obviously the score
doesn’t indicate that, but this
was a very disappointing
performance,” said Daley.
The first goal did not come
until the 42nd minute, but it
would be all Dartmouth needed
to earn the victory. The Friars
were facing a long layoff; their
last game was played
September 8lh at home against
St. John’s, but again, Coach
Daley offered no excuses.
“I think the layoff helped us.
We had some things we needed
to work on. We felt that the extra
time would give us an
opportunity to practice. And we
came out strong, doing the
things we wanted to do,” said
Daley.
The team is extremely
young; seven of the eleven
starters being sophomores or
juniors, but the core of the team
remains the same. Senior back
Kempes Corbally and senior
goalkeeper Danny Glynn are
the team’s leaders and both have

turned in strong performances
to open the season.
It is not the defense that has
slowed the Friars’ progress to
this point. The team’s
inexperience is most apparent in
the lack of offense up front.
According to Coach Daley,
Kevin Jones is the presence the
team misses most.
“He was a big target, and he
took the focus off a lot of other
people, and gave them
opportunities to score,” he said.
Finding a goal scorer or a
playmaker could be the
determining factor in whether or
not the team enjoys success
quickly.
“This is going to be a
process, but the talent is there,”
said Daley. “Perhaps some of
these guys weren’t aware of
what they signed up for. The Big
East is among the best
conferences in the country. But
I have no question the talent is
there. I am expecting
improvement.”
The team has a test as well
as an opportunity this weekend
when they travel to upstate New
York and play Syracuse. The
Orangemen have also got off to
a rocky start, getting crushed by
Boston College 5-1 in their Big
East opener. Nine games remain
on their Big East schedule, and
how they play those games will
quite obviously determine if
they will make it to the
postseason.
“We’ve got a lot of playing
left to do. Every game matters,
but it’s the Big East games that
matter most,” said Daley.
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Go join the club
by

Brendan Mcgair ’03

Sports Staff

Providence College offers
the opportunity for students
who are not on varsity teams to
compete in club sports without
the worry of making the team.
Many of the club-level teams
enjoyed success last season and
hope to build on that momen
tum this fall.
The Men’s Rugby team fin
ished 5th in the nation last sea
son after advancing to the USA
Rugby Elite 8 National Tourna
ment. “Hopefully, we can go
further than last year,” said
President Frank Quinn. “The
team is looking very good in
practice so we’ll see what hap
pens.” The Rugby squad opened
its fall campaign a few weeks
ago in a match that ended in a
17-17 tie. Last weekend’s game
against The Coastguard was
canceled due to the national
tragedy.
The Friars will play the Cru
saders of Holy Cross this Sat
urday and will compete against
other schools this fall such as
the University of Rhode Island,
The Coastguard, and Roger
Williams. Key contributors for
the Friars expect to be junior P.J.
Michael and senior John Chan
dler. The team hopes to main
tain its reputation as one of the
most feared and respected
squads in the Northeast.
The Women’s Rugby team
moved up to Division II this fall
after finishing last fall unde

feated. The team advanced to
play in the Division I bracket
and finished 2nd, but it was the
squad’s undefeated fall season
that gave them the choice to
move up or not. The Friars will
begin the season with a home
game against Welsley College
this Saturday at 12 p.m. The
Friars will play in six games and
also in the New England Play
offs. The female Friars have
between 30 and 40 members.
“We do not have a lot of new
girls, but we are always encour
aging new members,” said Vice
President Laura Dolezal. “It
basically comes down to who is
willing to play”.
The Sailing team competed
in its first Regatta last weekend
at Roger Williams University.
Many schools cancelled due to
the tragedies, but the schools
that competed included Roger
Williams, Salve Regina, Tufts,
and The Coastguard. The team
looks forward to Regattas to be
held at URI and Salve Regina.
“Right now, we have about
70 members and are trying to
blend in those who have expe
rience and those without any ex
perience,” said Lori Dambroski.
A Regatta is the type of race
that the sailors compete in.
“One team will usually race
about eight times with two sail
ors at the same time. Then an
other two will race and so on.
There are usually between 15 to
20 Regattas,” Dambroski stated.
Racquetball has seen quite
the re-birth over the past couple

of years. “It really has been a
great turnout over the last
couple of years,” said Sarah
Regina, president of the team.
The team has received guidance
from Kelly Beane, who has
helped any questions the team
might haveand has held clinics
in Manchester, New Hampshire
to work on drills. The team is
coached by John Patalano, who
is a Warwick, RI native who
was ranked 16th in the country.
Tournaments are still in the
early planning stages, but
Regina stated that the team
would like to host a tournament
at PC this year. They should
begin around the middle of Oc
tober.
Men’s Volleyball will begin
practicing around the beginning
of October. “Usually, the team’s
main season is in the spring, but
the team will participate in one
or two tournaments around
Christmas time,” said Matt
Viveiros, secretary of the Friars.
Last season, the team finished
8"' in the New England division.
The Friars will have nine return
ing players.
The Skating team will begin
practice in a few weeks with
competitions beginning in Feb
ruary. Last season, the Friars
competed in two tournaments
and hope to compete in even
more this season.
If you are not currently in
volved with club sports and
wish to get involved, they are
always looking for newcomers.

Quote ofthe Week:
Paul was a bit ill before the race today.
You see, he got stung by a bee on his ass...
and if you can get that in The Cowl,
that'd be great.
Junior Adam Sutton on teammate Paul Reilly

intern^ional use.
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Friars get another bad bounce
-Continued from back pagetransition from game to game.
The offensive effort was also
strong but again came up short
as senior outside hitters Sara
Katingerand Celia were able to
get some strong kills, thanks to
good sets from the Fanning
twins, Sandy and Susan.
Katinger totaled a match
high 20 kills and added 14 digs
and one ace. Also playing well
in the second game was
freshman Ayana Cadres, whose
presence in the middle forced
some Northeastern errors and
allowed her to get two blocks,
10 kills and an ace. Also
stepping up and playing well
was sophomore Brigid Collins,
who contributed with a few
blocks, kills and a strong
defensive effort. The game
ended in a 35-33 loss for the
Friars.
In the third game the Friars
picked up where they left off
and came out strong as they
played Northeastern even
harder with good defense and
aggressive play at the net. As
in the second game, the Friars
dove, jumped and ran after
every ball, but again came up
two points shy of forcing a
fourth game.
“We played well and I am
happy with our play in general,
as I have been all year,” said
Coach Royer at the end of the
game. “This team we played
was just like a lot of the other
teams we play. They have more
people, taller people and we do
the best we can with what we

PETE JOHNSON ’03/The Cowl

Senior Sarah Katinger (left) sets up for a bump, while freshman Ayana Cadres prepares to serve.
got. I am proud of them,” she
said. Celia ended the match
with 13 kills a match high 19
digs and three aces.
The teams next game is at
home this Saturday, September
21 at 2:00 p.m. against
University of Pittsburgh. They
will look to start off Big East
play with a win against a very

strong Pitt team that was ranked
second in the Big East pre
season poll.
“Pitt is very strong team
ranked second in the polls, and
we are ranked last, so it will be
a challenge. Our goal is to win
five Big East games this season,
and this is the start of it,” said
Royer.

“Hopefully we can improve
our defense and blocking, and
get some of our points that way
against a very strong Pitt team,”
said Celia when asked about the
up coming Pitt game. The
Women will host in-conference
foe West Virginia on Sunday at
2:00 p.m., as well.
The team is a few lucky

bounces away from getting their
second win of the season. They
have gotten very close several
times this season, but have not
been able to put their opponents
away. Hopefully their luck will
change this weekend.

Better Ingredients

Better Pizza
1 t) n J

FASTER DELIVERY

Now hiring drivers, flexible hours $ 10/hr+-1-+
with tips included.

1526 Smith Street
353-7774

We take most Coupons from Ronzios, Dominos, or Papa Ginos.
Use their coupon or ours, and get a better pizza from Papa Johns.

Free Pizza!
Buy any X-Large

Friar Family Special

Only $4.99!!!

Papa’s Choice

with 2 or more

1 Lg with the Works

Large cheese pizza

Large Pizza with up to

toppings at reg. price,

& 1 Lg 2 topping

EXPIRES Sept 23rd

5 toppings

get a small cheese

Only $17.99

Hurry!

Only $10.99

pizza FREE.

Free breadsticks!
Order 2 or more
large pizzas at reg.

price, get a free order

of breadsticks
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McGettigan leads way for Women
hampered by the absence of Kate
Guiney, the twin sister of third-place
finisher Mary Guiney, who is out with a
minor MCL injury. PC also suffered
from inuries, as Providence ran without
senior and former All-American Heather
Cappello, who decided to sit out with
sore calves and rest up for the team’s next
meet, the Roy Griak Invitational in
Minnesota, in two weeks.
“I think BC, on paper, is better than
us at the moment,” explained Asst. Cross
Country Coach Nick Jackson.
“However, 1 think as the season goes
along, you’ll find that we’ll become
more evenly matched with them. They
look fairly trim now, but 1 don’t know if
they’ll have the strength to go the
distance of an entire season. By the end
of the season, we’ll be right up there with
them,” he said.
This PC-BC match-up will be one to
watch for the rest of the Women’s season,
as they will square off several more
times, including the New England, Big
East and Northeast Regional
Championships. Two of those races, the
New England and Northeast
Championships, will be held at Franklin
Park, a course both teams favor.
“I love this course. I kind of refer to
[Franklin Park] as our home course, we
run so well here,” explained Thorpe.
“It’s a real fast course, and we get fast
results from the guys who know the
course on the team. We know the course
like the back of our hands now,” he said.
Next for both the teams will be the
Roy Griak Invitational in Minnesota,
heralded as one of the top meets of the
season, one that brings competition from
all over the country. Last year, the Men
finished on top of 14 teams, while the
Women finished fifth of 29. Many
nationally-ranked teams will compete,
and it should be a true test of the strength
of this year’s Cross Country program.

-Continued from back pageRunners from Boston College, UNH,
Northeastern, Harvard, UConn and
Rhode Island all competed in the Men’s
portion of the meet. Regional rival Iona,
which was originally scheduled to run
in the Men’s meet, dropped out after last
week’s tragic events forced the meet to
be rescheduled from its original date of
September 14.
Junior Roisin McGettigan led the way
for the Friars on the Women’s side, as
she finished just four seconds behind
BC’s Maria Cicero to take second place
in a time of 17:19.
Interestingly enough, McGettigan
followed Cicero in cutting the course’s
final turn, and brought much confusion
between the teams and the race officials.
In fact, originally the top two finishers
were disqualified, but after protest by all
coaches involved, the ruling of the
officials was overturned, and fault was
R.J. FRIEDMAN ’03/The Cowl
assessed to the lack of direction by the
Senior Dermot Galvin rounds a turn at Franklin Park.
race’s officials.
Providence College Cross Country
Boston College’s Maggie Guiney
finished third for the Eagles in 17:26, but
Top Seven Finishers - Boston College Invitational
seniors Claire Shearman and Kathryn
Men
Women
Casserly finished in fourth and fifth place
for the Friars in times of 17:32 and 17:46,
Roisin McGettigan PC 17:19.30
1.
Adam Sutton
PC 24:26.80 2.
respectively.
4.
Claire
Shearman
PC
24:27.10
PC 17:32.80
2.
Hamish Thorpe
After BC took the sixth spot,
freshman Mary Cullen ran perhaps the
Kathryn Casserly PC 17:46.10
3.
Paul Reilly
PC 24:27.50 5.
most impressive race of the day for the
Mary Cullen
4.
PC 17:55.50
Pat Moulton
PC 24:52.00 7.
Friars, as she finished seventh in her first
PC 18:11.40
collegiate race in a time of 17:55.
8.
Dylan Wykes
PC 25:10.20 11. Deirdre Byrne ■
More importantly, Cullen was the
12.
Emer
O'Shea
PC
18:15.20
9.
Dermot Galvin PC 25:23.20
fourth finisher for the Friars and gave
10 Patrick Guidera PC 25:23.60 16. Melissa Colburn
PC 18:46.50
them the advantage in the race. This set
the stage for freshman Dierdre Byrne to
finish 1 1th overall for the Friars in a time a time of 18:15.
doesn’t mean anything, really. A few of
of 18:11 and gave Providence an
“I think we believed that we could their girls weren’t running today, but I
eventual 29-34 advantage over the host do it,” said McGettigan. “I think we’re think we can beat them even with their
Eagles to win the meet. Junior Emer just as good as them. They’re ranked top girls,” she explained.
O’Shea followed Byrne in 12th place in No. 2 and we’re ranked No. 13, so that
The BC Women’s squad was

Attention all
former athletes...
“College is the best four years of your
life.”
There is no doubt in my mind that on
your journey toward higher education,
this phrase has been tossed in your
direction numerous times. I know it was
that way for me. When I started a new
job before my freshman year, co-workers
would ask what school I attended and
when I mentioned that I would be
beginning college, out came the phrase.
It was almost automatic, as if the human
mind had been
The
programmed to
tell all future
freshmen that
college is a blast.
As I sat in my
room one month
This Week:
into my first year
Elisa Kleniewski *04 at Providence
SportsStafl
College
con
templating a transfer, the only thing that
popped into my head was the dreaded
phrase, “College is the best four years
of your life.”
Oh, how wrong everyone had been.
Classes were fine, the people were
likeable, but there was something
missing, and that something was sports.
Sports had always played a major role
in my life, especially throughout high
school. For the past four years, my
teammates were my best friends and I
always followed a strict schedule- after
school it was off to the field, the courts,
or the course for practice or a game. The
long bus rides to away games made it
easier to get to know people and soon
enough I was more comfortable with my
team, more comfortable with my coach,
and most importantly, more comfortable
with myself.

Pinch
Hitter

Of course, the competition was fun,
but sports provided something more
important. They provided a comfort
zone and that comfort zone was
something I really did not appreciate
until it had been taken away.
Finding myself in college and without
sports, it was very difficult to locate a
close-knit group of friends. Plus, the
lack of practices left me with more free
time on my hands, which meant the
opportunity to think about how college
was definitely not going to be the best
four years of my life.
Luckily, walking to Slavin one day, I
found the answer to my problem spelled
out on a kiosk: INTRAMURALS. I
decided to try them out, figuring I had
nothing to lose.
Needless to say, joining intramurals
proved to be the wisest decision of my
college life thus far. They offered the
competitive and amusing aspects of any
sport as well as the opportunity to make
friendships that last a lifetime. The
people that became a part of the program
were exactly like me: very athletic but
not good enough (or maybe too scared)
to try out for a Division I Big East'team.
So my advice to all you “former
athletes” (as I referred to myself) out
there is to get involved in intramurals.
You will find good fun and good people
and perhaps they will even teach you a
lesson similar to the one that I learned:
college is the best four years of your life.

The Pinch Hitter — a former staple of
The Cowl’s Sports Section — is for any
Cowl writer or reader who cares to
write an editorial. Ifyou want to
Pinch Hit, e-mail
CowlSports@aol. com

1527 Smith Street, North Providence 345-1100

open 1 Days a week

Mon Thru Thurs 4pm - Fri 3pm - Sat & Sun 12pm
Fri & Sat Nights Open till 2am

Monday Night Football

Friday Night

The place to be EVERY
Monday night!
Free Pizza Buffet
8:30 pm to 10:30 pm

Our Dj “Jeny D” Spinning
the best music in town

Tuesday Night

All request Dance Party

Rosie’s night to party
Come and see what
“Rosie” is all about

Saturday Night

Sunday Football
NFL Sunday Ticket

Wednesday Night
Karoake Night

Party starts at 8:00pm
Free Pizza Buffet till 9pm
Karoake begins at 9pm
with Weekly Prizes

tuery Night

Thursday Night
Senior College night
Dj’s Spinning the best of
today’s top 40 Dance
NO COVER
Free Parking

Keno
4-New Pool Tables
Video Games

Field Hockey
upsets
Holy Cross,
Page 31
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Men’s Soccer
still
scoreless,
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Friars stay perfect
Men dominate race,
Women overtake host BC
by

R.J. Friedman ’03

Sports Editor

Both the Men and Women’s Cross
Country teams ran to victory for
Providence College on Tuesday,
September 18, as they won both sides of
the Boston College Invitational at
Franklin Park in Boston, Massachusetts.
The Men’s squad blew through a
relatively weak field, as they finished
with a team score of 18, just three off a
perfect team score, while the Women
surprised many in a defeat of No. 2
ranked Boston College with a score of
29 points.
Junior Adam Sutton and seniors
Hamish Thorpe and Paul Reilly led the
way for the Friars, with Sutton finishing
a second ahead of his two teammates in
a time of 24:26. The three teammates
led the race from start to finish, broke
away from the pack after the first 1,000
meters of the 8,000 meter race and never
looked back as they paced themselves
to an easy finish.
“I think we were all prepared to run
faster than we needed to,” commented
Thorpe, who finished with Reilly in a
time of 24:27. “It was just a really good
sign that the three of us were together
after three miles, and then didn’t have
to run so fast and stuck together. I think

the three of us ran really well, and its a
really good thing to be able to do at this
time of year.”
Sutton agreed, and commented that
this will probably be the easiest meet
they’ll see this season. “I think we all
felt a bit easier, especially after going out
as hard as we did at UNH last week. I
thought we didn’t ease down a lot for
this race, mainly because we thought we
were going to have a tougher race than
we actually did,” he said.
Freshman Pat Moulton, who had an
impressive tenth-place finish last week
in the New Hampshire Invitational, ran
a very strong race and finished fourth in
a time of 24:52. This is even more
impressive when you consider the little
time it has taken Moulton to adjust to
the style and distance of college running.
After two competitors from Harvard
and one from UNH crossed the finish
line, the Friars followed with the next
four finishers. Senior Dermot Galvin,
along with freshmen Dylan Wykes, Pat
Guidera and Mike Myers gave
Providence eight of the top 11 finishers
in the meet.
The next-closest team score, after
Providence’s near-perfect 18 points, was
Harvard - with 65 points.
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Junior Roisin McGettigan crosses the finish line to place second at the
Boston College Invitational this past Tuesday.

Volleyball comes up short
by

Philippe Carson ’04

Sports Staff

This past Tuesday, the Providence
College Women’s Volleyball team
played their first home match of the
season against Northeastern, a team led
by former Friars Head Coach Ken
Nichols. The Friars played an exciting
match but lost in straight sets, 30-21,3533, 32-30, and dropped their record to
1-7 for the season.
“We were a little nervous, but it was
more excitement because we wanted to
win against our former coach. Plus, it
was the first time playing in Peterson,”
said senior Annie Celia.
In the first game of the match, the
Friars started off a little slow, but picked
it up towards the end of the game with
some excellent defensive plays and solid
kills. However, they could not quite
make up the deficit that Northeastern had
built in the first game, and dropped it,
30-21.
In the second game the team came
out with a lot more energy and
agressiveness, the lead flip-flopping
back and forth through out the entire
game. The team’s effort was sparked by
great defensive plays from everyone on
the floor as they kept what looked to be
certain points for Northeastern alive by
diving and hustling after every ball.
“A big kill or a big block can really
help out the game; even a good defensive
dig can help. Coaching is a big
motivator, but moreso it is a good play
that can get the momentum up and keep
everybody moving,” said Celia about the
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A summer
Augustin will
not soon forget
Junior Romuld Augustin, a Mexican National team once,
standout on the Providence two Mexican pro clubs, and the
College Men’s Basketball team, Mexican National Student team
landed in his hometown of on three different nights.
Montreal, Quebec. Canada last
Augustin's best night came
RIGHT HERE IN Tuesda r : - in the third exhibition game in
mornii^
Mexico City, one of the largest
having.,] ust cities in the world, against the
BLACKANDWHTTE
» 1Shed
Medical National team, where
R.J. Friedman '03 *competing
he was istand out for Canada
Sports Editor
in
the with 22 Boiats. Despite a 54Goodwill
"'fcei i for the 41 lead at. Iftime, Canada was
Canadian Men”s Nat ional team. handed lb r f>st defeat of the
| of fate, tour, 92||
In a stra
Augustin’s team
Augustin
in flight over led for||_ minutes, but was
New York ity and watched as outshofat the free throw line 21 the secon lane crash into the
World Tra Center towers,
“It wa a different
This me ry of tragedy will experience,”
explained
stand out froth a summer full of Augustin.
was right in
much more fo memories for Mexico City, so that was an
Augustin -as
er that took experience, in itself, being in a
0 million people, so
him to Mexico, A
people came out to the
even China to repreS
games. They cheered Mexico
home country of Canada.
Rome’s” summer to on to the end, so it was a rowdy
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Senior Annie Celia gets up high to make a hit in
Tuesday night’s loss to Northeastern.

games around the country from
July 25 to August 1. There,
Augustin was an integral
member of a team that faced the

whicn wereneld in eijing.
China from August 22-31.
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